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GREEN MOUNTAIN MAID, by Harry Clay, 45; dam, Shanghai Mary, Pedigree not traced.

Dam of eight 2.30 performers, of Electioneer andi Mansfield.

Colt Farm, b m Themis, Auburn.
Charles Dustin, b s Lucky Nelson, by Har- The
1
Libby, b s Goldwood by Redwood, Ch
STATE FAIR ENTRIES.
1Alonzo
W. C. Marshall, b s Haroldson, by, Prescott,
*biuger, Bingor.
-------------,W.Westbrook.
Belfast.
C. Marshall, br s Wilkesmont, by Kaiser, R. L. Melcher, rn m Myrtle, by Oxford Boy,
List of entries for the races for the Maine
W. C. Marshall, br s Wilkesmont, by Kaiser,
Belfast.
iAndover.
In the pasture one spring they found a wee
Belfast.
A.
Partridge,
bl
s
Black
Morrill,
by
Watch

H.
L.
Wiiliims,
Bay
Dick,
Hartland.
C.
thing
SState Fair, Lewision, September, 6,7, 8, 9, ]
IL. P. Hawkins, bl m Dinah,by Norway Knox,
J.
Scott Jordan bm Dolly H,Portland.
i maker, S. Gardiner.
Toddling, staggering after its mother,
j1892.
JCharles
Deering.
Cayford. ch m Mollie C, Skowhegan. C. W. Mower, bl s Italia,by Victor Jr., E. Vas
Although she disowned her own flesh and
First Day; Tuesday Sept. 6.
( E. Chapman,
salboro.
JJames Nolan,bl g St. James, by Dr.Franklin,
M.
b g Ben Hur. Old Orchard.
s
bone,
Lewiston.
C.
No. 1. Three minute; $200.
( W./Thomoson. ch m.Adye, by Gen.Custer, C. T. Stackpole, bl s Watchmaker Jr., by
The colt seemed determined to follow no
Watchmaker, Gardiner.
CC. W. Thompson, ch m Adye, by Gen. Custer,
Livermore balls.
other.
(Charles Dustin, b s Lucky Nelson, by Har
Livermore Falls.
Patrick Kane, c g Prince Wilkes, Woodfords.
Pa
binger. Bangor.
<C. F. Haley, b s Arthur B, Bangor.
J L Norcross, b m Marchioness, by Achilles
It never as yet had the taste of a teat,
(C. W. Mower, b s Victor, Jr., by Victor, E. (C. F. Haley, ch g Dixmont, by Olympus,Ban- S. Witham, br s Ben Franklin, by Dr. Frank- E.
Manchester.
gor. • ”
] lin, Waterville.
Perhaps three hours old when Anse first
Vassalboro.
No. 8, Stake for foals of 1890.
had found her.
(C. T. Stackpole, b g Piloteer, by Black Pilot, The Colt Faim, Lady Redwood, by Redwood, S. Witham, bl s Judge Franklin,by Dr.Frank
. (G. & J. M. Floyd, b s Gardner Wilkes, by
Auburn.
1 lin, Waterville.
The mare didn’t like it, would kick it and
Gardiner.
E. E. Cross, b m Mary Ann by Gen. Light
bite it,
] Patrick Kane, c g Prince Wilkes, Wood
Arrival, Portland.
No. 3. Stallions (any age) $300.
foot,
Portland.
< W. D. Haley, b f May Gift, by Dictator Chief,
And Anse felt as though he would just like
fords.
. T. Slackpole, ch a Cunard Jr., by Cunard, q
C.
C.
A.
Hoyt,
b
s
Auctioneer,
by
Gen,
Withers,
Patterson
Bros,
b
m
Carrie
C.,
by
Nelson,
to pound her.
1
8. Gardiner.
Gardiner.
Winthrop.
i
Winslow.
j H. May, g m Music, by Mambrino Wilkes, Reed, B. J., ch s Goldfinch, by Cleveland,
But he dumped the wee thing’in the buggy jM. O. Edwards, b m Miss Vida, by Red A. E Russell, bl s Black Nathan, by Robin- J.
Bowdoinham.
ison D, Buckfield.
Augusta.
that spring,
Jacket, Monmouth.
The Colt Farm, b [f Dorcas Pratt, by StamAnd led the old mare hanging back to the1 ]E. S. Forrest, b s Actor, by Vassalboro Boy, F. G. Hastings, bl s Ilarmoun, by Watch- L. C. Morse, s m Adelaide N. by Jack Mor
boul, Auburn.
maker, Damariscotta.
rill, Liberty.
stable;
Riverside.
H. W. Hutchins, b f Lou Seer, by The Seer,
But to make the old mare own that poor little' S.
< Witham, g m Mollie S., by Daniel Boone, East Branch Farm, b s McKusick, by Olym- A. J. Libby, bl s Pilot Victor by Black Pilot,
Auburn.
pus, Buckfield.
Gardiner.
drone,
Waterville.
No. 4. Stakes for foals of 1891.
MM. T. Pooler,bl s Mahlon by Alcantar a, Skow D. M. Foster, b f Eldora, by Elsmere, Can
Arise said all the men on the farm were not S.
< Witham, blk s Euchre, by Echo, Water
ton.
hegan.
able.
T. G. Burleigh, b s St. Patrick, by Wilkes,
ville.
B. F. & F. H. Briggs, b s Grenadier, by Mes
Vassalboro.
MM. T. Pooler, b g Saxon, Skowhegan.
<J. H. Hay, ch s Young Pilot, by Black Pilot
senger Wilkes, Auburn.
The
F. E Carville, Greyson Girl, by Greyson, W. TJ Colt Farm, Lady Redwood by Redwood,
Augusta.
The owner, C. J., said it never would pay
Third Day, Sept. 8.
~~
Auburn.
To fuss with that runt of a weak little thing;; <C. Cayford, b h Tom Drew,by Young Dirigo,
Farmington.
B. Staples,bl g Zircon Boy, by Eclair,
No. 9, 3.00 pacers, $200.
J. F. Barrett,br f Lou Westland.by Westland, George
G
Skowhegan.
But Anse said “I swow, let me strip the oldI
Canton.
M. T. Pooler, b g Carle Redwood, by Red
Deering.
W. G. Saw ver, b g Cobden Boy, by Cobden,
cow,—
wood, Skowhegan.
Barrett Bros., b f Lucile, by Westland, W. J.
J- Scott Jordan, b m Dolly H, Portland.
Who knows what sbe’H make by a year
Medford, Mass.
George H. Brown, bl s Black Max, by Tom M. W. Goff, b m Jennie Flirt, by Glenarm>
M. T. Pooler, b m Ella Stanley, by Redwood,
Sumner.
G
from this spring
Patchen, New Sharon.
The Colt Farm, b f Naila, by Messenger
Skowhegan.
Lewiston.
So Anse was its mother, step father andI II. B. Connor, b g Jack Winan, Pittsfield.
Wilkes, Auburn.
GGeorge O. Bailey, bl s Egypt, by Broadway, H. M. Moulton, br s General Mac, Cumber
Belfast.
E. C. West b a Eckstein, by Constellation, W. H. Hutchins, b s Slide, by The Seer, Au
brother;
land Center.
The colt stuck to Anse with persistence and1
Monroe.
burn.
CC. H. Haley, b s Arthui' B, Bangor.
I. A. Hanson, g m Maud B., Gorham.
H.
H.
Dresser,
br
h
Jessie
II,
by
Gladstone,
Pine
Tree
Stock
Farm,
rn
c
Fisher
Boy,
by
H
pluck,
Horace
Smith, ch s Cylex, by Nelson, North
, George O. Bailey, b s Young Onward, by OnPortland.
,
It would follow and whinner for An«e and its’
Arrival, Gardiner.
Anson.
ward, Belfast.
Ed
H.
Downs,
Lady
Bonita,
Mechanic
Falls.
Charles M. Guild, b g Old Honesty, Au
H. B. Tozier, br.g Joseph R., by Brann Horse> B. F. & F. H. Briggs, b s Cavalier, by Ben V, E
dinner,
H. E. Haley, br g Tilton, by Constellation,
Auburn.
H
gusta.
And Anse from the bottle would give it a1
Gardiner.
8.
W.
Bigelow,
b
s
Johnnie
Reb,
by
RockeF. J. Merrill, g g Errill, by Aral, Damaris
Fred Davis, blk m Pretty Soon, Hartland.
suck.
Monroe.
ib
'•
feller, Livermore Centre.
•
r
cotta.
Ira P. Woodbury, ch s Topaz, by Harbinger,,
C. B. Wellington, b s Combination, Belfast.
J. B. Smith, cu f Sprite, by The Seer, Au- William Rogers, blk s Dr. Franklin Jr., by F. J. Merrill, g g Merrill, by Nelson, Dam
Well, the years passed away, and that colt isB
Portland.
ariscotta.
i
burn
today
Wm. Rogers, blk s Dr. Franklin, Jr., by
Dr. Franklin, B^th.
One of a pair the fastest yet seen.
gecon i Day Wedneaday Sept. 7.
[g
H. M. Moulton, Minnie S Cumberland Mills. C. K. Richards, Glendale, by Glenarm, Fal
Dr. Franklin, Bath.
’Twas little Justina, but Anse had to wean1 E. L. Norcross, bg Jesse Rural by Blue Bull,’
B.
B F. & F. H. Briggs, b s Jim Gray, by Mes W.mouth.
H. Jewell, b h Canton, by Dr. Franklin,
No. 5. Running race, flat,
her
Manchester.
senger Wilkes, Auburn.
wni_
Shawmut.
Before at the pole she could trot in 13.
Webster
Williams, b s St. Croix, by Wilkes,
John F. & Frank Stanley, b s Dash, by7
J. F. Haines, g g Shiloh, Saco.
y
Sunnyside
Farm, blk g Star Amble, by Sur
Messenger Wilkes, Dixfield.
A. M. Barney, ch h Easterbok, Providence,'
North Auburn.
—By Em Pierce, in American Srotter.
prise, Mechanic Falls.
Robinson Dean, Little Fred, by Robinson D.,’
G.
R I
G C. Moses, b m Princess Eboli, Bath.
E. J. Roche b m Kitty, by Redwood Boone,
Oakland Farm, b m Ethel B., N. Swansea,•
Buckfield.
No. 7. 2.31. $400.
Lewiston.
TRACK AND STABLE.
Mass.
__
c N. Low, ch m Hallie, by Harbinger,
H.
No, 2. 2.34 class, $300.
'
Spaulding & Ingraham, blk r s Cashier by
Oakland
Farm,
Sometime,
N.
Swansea,
Mass.
Fairfield.
...
T
..
G. C. Moses, Oakwood.Bath.
Nelson, West Rockport.
J Rock, Jim Carr, Providence, R. IT A. Tralton, rn s Fred Lothair, by Lothair,
J.
One of the fastest three heat trottingg J. A. Trafton, rn s Fred Lothair, by Lothair,’ E. H. Ingalls, Yellow Boy, Portland.
No. 10—2.27; $400.
Cumberland Mills.
i.
Cumberland
Mills.
races on record is that of Paragon at Chi Patterson Brothers, b n Stella Rolfe, by Nel-. Arthur Fimmins, Billy Crane, Allston, Mass. C. W. Berry, b g Volunteer, by Volunteer• H. L. Horne, b s Hebron, by Princeps, Nor
Dr. T. N. Drake,Jack, Pittsfield.
v Boy, Augusta.
way.
cago,when he won the 2.22 class in straight
son, Winslow.
C. Swaeey, ch g Fred B , Canton.
C. M. Phillips, br g C. M. P., by Junior,» C. A. Marston, bl g Fred M., Skowhegan.
F. G. Hastings, blk s Harrison by Watch John
Geo. O. Bailey, ch g Tocor, by Onandaga,’
heats in 2.14J4* 2.13J4,
C. T. Stackpole, c s, Cunard Jr., by Cunard
Fairfield.
t
maker, Damariscotta.
e
Belfast.
q
Lawn Stable, br g Carrier, by McGardiner.
We still have a few copies of the Nal- H. D. Pinkham, sp m Snowstorm, by Whale Geo. K. McLeod, m Mistletoe, St. John, Silver
° Veigh, Waterville.
E. K. Woodman, ch m Schoolmarm, by Olym’
Knox. Hallowell.
tional Rules on hand for sale. Price inn A.bone
N-TE. P. Dearbon, b m Dotty D., by Von L., S.’
pus, Farmington.
J. Libby, b g, Frenchman, Gardiner.
Peters, ch g Isaacher, Davenport, Mass.
W. S. Lamson, b g Jim Matt, by Young Jim,
Newburg.
A. K. Perkins, ch g Duster by Cunard, Jr.,1 J.
paper covers, 25 cents by mail.
J. Peters, b g Harwood,Davenport, Mass.
A. J. Libby, b g Frenchman, Gardiner.
Augusta.
Skowhegan.
When figuring out the record-breaking* B. F. & F. H. Briggs, Granieta, by Rockefel-IA.
K.
Perkins,
ch
g
Duster,
by
Cunard
Jr.,
»
C. W. Berry, b g Volunteer, by Volunteer
No. 6. 2.40. $250.
>
Boy, Augusta.
y
Skowhegan.
it
ler,
Auburn.
performances of the year, remember that
Charles Dustin br m Jennie Rolfo by young5 M. T. Pooler, bl m Tid Jefferson, by Alexan
.e B. F. & F. H. Briggs, Gene Briggs, by Mes Bangor.
[Continued on Page Eight.]
1 der Jefferson, Skowhegan.
the bicycle sulky yields from two to three
senger Wilkes, Auburn.
Rolfe, BaDgor.
Clarence Gove, Black Dan* Auburn.
seconds more speed.

THE DISCARDED COLT.

ing to its age. In one paddock are year
lings, in another two-year-olds, and bo on.
These paddocks are great enclosures about

TRAINING A TROTTER.

JOHANN HOFF’S

EXTRACT MALT

70x100 feet, and often much larger.
AloDg their sides are box-stalls with high
ceilings and well ventilated in every way,
though great care is taken to avoid
draughts. During the day the stalls are
open, and the youngsters run about their
paddocks at will.
While the stallions who are to sire the
trotter or trotters that we hope to train are
often driven, and sometimes even cam
paigned—that is started in races—to reduce
their record, the fine brood mares, after
they are reserved for maternity, never
know the weight of a harness.
The little equine stranger, when ushered
into the world, derives his whole sus
tenance from the milk of his mother. The
latter is fed from a flit, shallow ves-el
placed upon the ground, and when her colt
has attained the age of about one month,
he will begin to nibble at the contents of
his mother’s dish, and is allowed to do so
freely. At six months he is weaned by the
simple process of being entirely removed
from his parent. He is then fed on crushed
oats and wheat, together with such vege
tables as carrots, turnips and potatoes. If
It is the intention to secure for him a year
ling record, be is broken to the halter at
the early age of six weeks. If, meanwhile
he has been judiciously petted and thus
thoroughly accustomed to man’s voice and
presence, this operation is easily performed.
But, if, on the contrary, he is allowed to
run wild, considerable difficulty may be
experienced. All that is required of him
should be made to seem like play, and
never like an irksome task. At s x months
the harness is placed upon him and he is
driven without a vehicle by his trainer,
who walks behind him while holding
the reins. When the yonngster has become
thoroughly accustomed to that he is harnessed

i
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Finch’s Golden Wedding,
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J. II. COSTELLO & CO
154 & 158 Bead, Street,

BOSTON,

to a vehicle aDd driven a little every day.
Few people have any idea of the vast
During the succeeding winter he may be
amount of money which is annually devoted
allowed to run at large, being occa
in this country to the breeding and develop
sionally harnessed in order that he may not
ment of that peculiar American product—
forcet the lessons he has already acquired.
the trotting hor e.
The stock farms
When spring comes his education begins
where he is bred and raised are literally
in earnest. While giving him a little pre
legion in number, and are to be found iliminary driving,’ his trainer carefully
almost every Beetion of our country, from
studies every point in his action with a
Maine to Georgia.
view to correcting any faults by the use of
California’s great advantages as a place
proper shoes, weights and boots, and thus
in which to breed trotting horses lies in her
correctly balancing him.
climate, which enables colts to be foaled’
Perhaps he takes a longer stride with his
much earlier in the season than is possible
hind legs than with his fore ones. Then
in the less genial regions, and as every colfi
heavier s oes must be put on him in front.
is counted, for record purposes, one year
Perhaps the length of his step behind is not
old on the first New Year’s day after his
equal to his for most ctiide. Then bis
birth, and is reckoned a yearling until after
hind feet roust have the heivier/shoes.
the second one, the reader will readily
It may take days, or eveu weeks, of
understand the importance to the Califor
careful,
patient experimentation to accu
nia colt of the several months’ start in life
that he obtains over his eastern competitor, rately determine these matters. When they
the farmer having passed through i early have been definitely settled Master Colt’s
two full years of experience and training trainer is ready to “speed,’ him. Before
by the time he is a two-year-old, while the that is done, however, his legs must be
latter has had but a year and some months. thoroughly protected with boots made of
It is largely for this reason that California felt and leather and well padded, for a
has of late years so astonished the world green colt, no matter how purt-gaited a
with yearling, two-year-old, stallion and trotter he may be, is almost certain to cut
his ankle?, his shins and his knees by strik
queen of the turf records.
ing
them with his feet when he first begins
California colts also have the advantage
of good pasture all the year round. While to travel fast.
Great care is taken never to tire him.
young horses in the east are being fed on
old oats, corn and hay, those of the Golden The amount of exercise a colt can take
State are roaming about all winter in fields without becoming weary depends largely
of rye or bright alfalfa, and eating their upon his individuality, his pedigree, and
fill of the latter beautiful perennial plant, other considerations. The skillful trainer
richer than the sweetest clover. It is her carefully studies all these varying points
genial climate i nd perpetual pasture, in every anin al entrusted to his care. Two
united to her level and slightly rolling lands miles and a half a day is quite enough for
diversified by running streams, that have the majority of yearling colts. It is much
made California so wonderfully successful better for such a youngster to take even
that amount in short spurts, for if he is
in the breeding < f trotting stock.
ever permitted to grow weary he will lose
Ab the first principle of the old receipt
spirit and acquire a disgust for his work, a
for cooking a hare was “first catch your
feeling that will render it impossible for
hare,” so before you can train a trotter you
him ever to achieve greatness. He must
must obtain one to train, and you can do
be well ied, that the waste of his tissues by
that to the beat advantage at some one of
exercise may be fully repaired.
the great stock farms which now abound in
Thus are the great racers of the trotting
this country. T^e colts bred at these estab
lishments are generally sold as yearlings, turf developed. It was by such methods
as these and by the constant effort of un
for it is much more profitable to dis ceasing patience and watchful care; by
pose of them at that age than to keep judicious balancing, exercise and feeding
them beyond it. The annual sale of year that I brought Sunol, Palo Alt and Arion
lings at any of the great breeding establish to the penect form which nabled me to
give them respectively the champion rec
ments is. something like a lottery—some of ord of the trotting turf, the champion stal
the purchasers may draw blanks, but one lion record and the champion record for
or two are certain to secure a prize. It is two-year-olds. If you v ish to train and drive
the hope of being one of these fortunate a trotring horse • successfully you must
teach him to have perfect confidence in
ones that gives life and spirit to the bidding you, and to do that you must let nim know
on all the young stock, and often runs that you have confidence in him.
You
must enter into complete sympathy with
prices up to extraordinary figures.
If, in our search for a trotter to train, him. Do not require him to put forth his
powers when he shows that he is unable to
we visit some of the most famous of our do so, and never ask him to do more than
stock farms, we will find that they are con he is able to do. A trotter si ould be exer
ducted on the principle that the best is the cised every pleasant day, but do not speed
cheapest. Indeed, th:re is nothing to which him oftener than once or twice a week.
There is a limit to the speed of every horse
that familiar saying applies with more force and we cannot go beyond it. To try to
than to the breeding of trotting horses. It force him to do so will only work injury
costs no more to keep good equines than to instead of improvement. It requires great
keep poor ones, and the test breeders re judgment and thorough knowledge of
your horse to be able tc tell when that
cognize the fact that it is much better to limit has been reached. Some .men will
pay a large sum for one really good sire get up into a sulky or road wagon and whip
who can make a reputation for himself and and lash and tear around and drive their
They may win a
his owner’s establishment than to purchase horse to a standstill.
heart-breaking race or two, but the norses
a dozen mediocre ones for the same money. they drive will probable retrograde in speed
Almost any well regulated stock farm we instead of advancing. It is the trainer who
cannot fail to admire the intelligent fore judiciously observes the n otto, “Wait and
thought, care and neatness everywhere ap win,” and who slowly and carefully condi- tions his horse, husbanding his powers
parent.
Every possible device is em until he has attained his best possible form,
ployed to save labor and to ensure the who breaks records without injuring the
health and well-being of the horses. All horses with which he performs the feat.
40 page BOOK FREE.
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New Music.

“Classic Vocal Gems,”
prano.

So

31 classical songs, carefully selected, represent
ing some of the foremost European composers.

“Classic Vocal Gems,” Tenor.
30 classical songs oompjled in one volume; a se
lection which few buyers could equal.

“Classic Vocal Gems,” Alto.
33 carefully selected’songs from the best foreign
and American composers, including many notable
triumphs.

“Classic Vocal Gems,” Bari
tone or Bass.
24 songs, not too difficult, yet high class. Every
singer will recognize the advantage of having such
a collection in one book.
Any of the above series by mail, postpaid, in
heavy paper, $1.00; boards, $1.25; cloth gilt, $2.

EMERSON’S

New Male Quartettes.
Just issued, a collection of Quartettes, originally
selected [and arranged by L. O. FMEB8ON. The
pieces are not difficult, the teners are Dot too high,
and the collection is especially valuable in every
male quartette.
128 pages, 35 ^quartettes. Price in boards, 75
cents, postpaid, or $6.75 a doze^» not repaid. In
paper, 60 cents postpaid; $5.40 per dozen, not post* aid. Sent on receipt of pric

— THE —

NEW

Harvard Song Book
All Se new Harvard Songs of the ,ast thr^e
years, with some old favorites. 92 pages. Sent by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, $1.

Oliver Ditson Company,
453-463 Washington Street, Boston.

Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
matrimonial journal for old and young. Ad
dress Orange Blossoms, Yarmouthport? Mass.
juneOTFIIly
y

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

*

R

HEUMATISM AND

.

S

.

. KIDNEY COMPLAINT
Cured by

DR. DAM’S VEGETABLE REMEDY
All Grocers sell and warrant It

S WALL PAPER

Pitcher’s Castoria*
I to send 8c. to pay postage on our beautiful Una of
100 matched samples at lowest prices.
Children Cry for* I Over
Address F. H. CADY. 805 High SL, Providence. H. L

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY FAIR.
Second Day.

Livermore Falls, August 25.
That the races at the county fair are great,
only expresses the unanimous opinion of all
-who have been permitted to witness them.
The second day was cloudy with a cool breeze,
and the track was fast. The attendance was
probably the largest ever known in the his
tory of the society. The first race on the
programme was the 2.33 class and there were
seven starters. The scoring for the first heat
was protracted, Mollie Withers refusing to
come up on a trot, and Marchioness seemed
to be beyond the control of her driver, and
every time she was*turned toward the wire,
she would break away and come down at a
-terrific clip, in spite of bis efforts to keep her
back. At the seventh score they got the
word, Dan Berry who had the pole, going to
to the front. He reached the quarter in 36%
seconds. At the half Silver Street on the out
side showed in front in 1.13%. On the turn
Dan Berry shook her off, but she came at him
again at the three-quarters and jogged in a
winner in 2.29%.
In the second heat the big gray mare Mollie
Withers, went at once to the front, and led to
the quarter in 37% seconds, and to the half in
1.14%; going around the turn Dan Berry
went at the mare and at the three-quarters
showed in front, with Silver Street third.
-Coming in'o the home stretch Alec Yates be
hind Silver Street came down fast in third
position, and reached the wire first in 2.29%.
In the third heat Silver Street went away
in the lead and was never headed, winning
the heat in 2.29; the four-year-old mare
Granieta, by Rockefeller, finishing a good
second.
2.50 class.
If the scoring was tedious in the first heat
of the 2.33 clas0, it was much more so in the
2.40 class. St. Croix had the pole, but when
the word was given Iona S. went to the front
and led until a few feet from the wiie, when
St. Croix, coming fast, pinched her so hard
that she broke and he beat her out bv a head.
The heat was given to the stallion, but the de
cision was a close one, as he had made three
breaks while the mare had trotted steadily
until her final break under the wire. Time
2.36%.
At the word in the second heat the sulkies
of St. Croix arid Iona S. came together with a
crash, and knocked them both off their stride,
and Little Fred went into the lead and kept
it until the three quarter pole was reached,
where Maggie B. passed him. St. Croix had
recovered himself and came fast, and in the
stretch looked like a winner, but an unfortun
ate break lost him the heat, Maggie B. finish
ing ahead in 2.37.
At the word in the third beat St. Croix
went to the front and led into the back stretch
where Maggie B. showed in the lead and led
past the three quarter mark where St. Croix
came at her with one of his phenomenal
bursts of speed, carried her to a break at the
distance and won the heat in 2.33%.
At the word in the fourth heat Iona 8. went
away ahead, and at the half in 1.18 St. Croix
was at her throat latch, on the back stretch he
broke and dropped back, but he come again
with bull dog courage around the turn and
out trotted the mare in the stretch, and won
the heat and race in 2.36%.
Stakes for Foals of 1890.

A royally bred field of colts appeared for the
word in the race for foals of 1890. After sev
eral scores they got the word Dorcas Pratt
going away in the lead and reaching the quar
ter in 41 seconds, the half in 1.21, the threequarters in 2.02 and went under the wire an
easy winner in 2.43%.
The scoring was tedious iu the second hcat>
and the drivers were cautioned before a start
was made. At the word. Grenadier broke
and Shube Wilkes wont into second place
Dorcas Pratt broke and fell back and the colt
led to the quarter in 41% seconds.
Here
Grenadier made a brush, followed by Dorcas
Pratt who showed for an instant in front, but
by another break dropped back to third place,
Shube Wilkes winning the heat in 2.44%.
They scored like old trotters for the third
heat, and when the woi$ was given, the colt
had a little the best of the send off. At the half
mile Grenadier bad tro«ted into the lead, and
was sevaral lengths ahead at the three-quar
ter pole. Here Sliube Wilkes began to close
up, and at the head of the stretch he was at
the leaders wheel and coming fast, but a
break brought out an involuntary OhI from the
grand stand. Quickly recovering himself he
came again and nipped Grenadier at the
wire by a head in 2.45%, winning the heat
and race.
STAKES FOR FOALS OF 1889.
But three started for this race, all by Rocke
feller, and Calcalli won both heats in hollow
style in 2.42 1-4, 2.37 1-4.
Summary.

Livermore Falls, Aug. 24. Purse—$150,
for 2.33 class:
Silver Street b m, by Nelson,
111
Grknieta, br m, by Rockefeller,
3 4 2
Dan Berry ch g, by Guarantee,
2 3 4
Mollie Withers gr m,by Gen.Withers, 5 2 3
St. James blk g, by I)r. Franklin,
6 6 5
Adye ch m, by Gen Custer,
4 5dis
Marchioness b m, by Achilles,
dis
Time, 2.29 %,2.29% , 2.29.
Same Day—Purse $100 for 2.50 class.
St. Croix bb, by Wilkes,
12 11
Maggie B. b m, by Gen. Lightfoot, 7 12 4
Iona S. on m, by Albrino,
2 7 3 2
Little Fred br h, by Robinson D, 3 3 4 3
Jim Gray b b, by Messenger
Wilkes,
5 5 5 5
Ned R. b g,
4 4 6 6
Ben Huj, br g,
6 6 7 7
Time, 2.36% , 2.37. 2.33% ,2.39 %.
Ssme Day—Stakes for foals of 1890.
Shube Wilkes b c, by Red Hawk,
3 11
Dorcas Pratt b f, by Stamhoul,
13 3
Grenadier c c, bv Messenger Wilkes, 2 2 2
Norland Wfikes b c, by Messenger
Wilkes,
4 4 4
Sunbird ch c, by Gen. Hancock,
5 5 5
Time, 2.43% , 2.44%, 2.45 %.
Same Day—Stakes for foals of 1889.
Calcalli br c, by Rockefeller,
1 1
Easter Maid b f, by Rockefeller,
2 2
Johnosca b c, by Rockefeller,
3 3
Time, 2.42%, 2.37%.

Thus far during the meeting the year olds
have made a record of 1.29; the two-year-olds,
2.43%; the three-year-olds, 2.37%, and the
four year-old St. Croix, 2.33%. What county
fair in Maine can beat this showing ?
Between the heats Bayard Wilkes, the
famous pacing stillion, owned by C. P
Drake of Lewiston,was shown a half in 1.11%
and afterwards a half in 1.08%.
“The Seer,” owned by H. Wesley Hutchins
of Auburn, made an exhibition half in 1.08%.
The veteran Dr. Franklin, 21 years old, was
shown a half in 1.12%, the first quarter in 36
seconds.
Shube Wilkes the winner of the two-yearold race, is a bay colt, 15% hands high and
weighs about 1000 pounds. He was bred by
Gideon Ellis of Canton and is owned by him
in partnership with Z. E. Gilbert of the
same town. lie is by Red Hawk 2.28%, son
of lied Wilkes ;dam Old Mag by Uncle Shube,
son of Gen. Knox. Old Mag is the dam of
Fred Boone, Banquo and others. We have
spoken of thus colt as Iquique, which he was
first called, but before entering him in his
fint race it was decided to ca’l him Shube
Wilkes.
Cilcalli, the winner of the race for threeyear-olds, is a brown colt by Rockefeller ;dam
Baby Woodlawn by Woodlawn, and combines
the blood ol Green Mountain Maid and
Waterwitch. The Colt Farm is to be con
gratulated upon its showing at Livermore
Falls. It demonstrated the tact that tlie
miniature track is a great thin g to bring out
colt trotters.

at the pole went to the front, and led at the
half, close pressed by Lady Redwood. At the
three-quarters they were lapped. At the dis
tance Lady Redwood broke and Maggie B.
won in 2.35%.
Livermore Falls, Aug. 26, 1882.—purse
$300 f >r 2.27 class.
St. Lawrence, t g,by Grav Dm, 2 4 112 1
Black Nathan, blk h, bv R >b<iison D.
5 2 4 3 1 2
Schoolmarm, ch m, by Olym
pus,
1 1 2 2 3 dr
FredM., blk g,by Daniel Boone, 3 3 3 4 5 ro
Themis, b m, by Achilles,
4 5 5 5 4 ro
Time, 2.31, 2.29%, 2 32, 2.30, 2.33%, 2.34.
Livermore Falls, Aug. 26, 1892.—purse,
$100 for 2.40 class.
Maggie B, b m, by Gen. Lights
toot,
2 12 11
Lady Redwood, b m, by Red
wood,
1 2
32 2
Billy E, b g,
3 3 16 5
Myrtle, ro m,
5 4
43 4
Les'er, bh,
7 5
54 3
Black Max,
4 6
64 6
Lord Nelson Jr.,
6 8
8 dr
Milo, br y,
8 7
7 dr
Zircon Boj,
Dis
Time, 2.37, 2.36%, 2.38%, 2.35, 2.35%.

BELFAST, ME.

Belfast. Me.—2.45 class.
C. E. Lane, Kingpin.
Ill
J. II. Cates, Victor’s Last,
3 2 4
L. T. Bessey, Ledo Boy,
2 3 5
G. A. Jackson, Egypt,
0 5 2
U. W. Simpson, N»-Lon Jr.,
0 4 3
Tune—2.44%, 2.46%, 2.42%.
Two-year-olds.
H. E. Haley, Milton C.
1 1
H. M. Bea”, Camuen Girl,
2 2
Third Day.
C. B. Wt liington, Fhuine,
3 3
Biy View 8 oik Farm, G’ L. C.,
4 4
Livermore Falls, Aug. 27.
W. S. Ki Iman, Jos<ah,
5 6
The rain of Thursday caused a postponement G. O Holme*, Synd cate,
6 5
Time, 3.00, 2 58%.
until Friday, and the track was quite slow as
the horses were rung up for the 2.27 class.
Stood the Test.
The weather was still threatening, and a
Allcock’s Porous Plasters are unap
slight sprinkle of ram was falling as the
horses were warming up for the first heat. The proachable in curative properties,rapidity and
starters were, St. Lawrence, who drew the safeiy of acti* n, and are the only reliable
pole, Themi®, second; Black Nathan, third; plasters ever pi oduced. They have success
Fred M., lourth ; and Schoolmarm fifth. At fully sto >d the test of over tlnrty jears’ u-e
the fouith score they got the word
At the by the p blic; their virtues have never been
quarter St. Lawrence led with Schoolmarm equalled by the unscruplous imita ors who
on bis wheel in 38% seconds, and at the half have sought to trade upon the reputation of
the mare was several lengths in the lead in Allcock’s hy miking pla-ters with holes rn
1.15 and although driven out by St. Lawrence, them, and claiming them to be “just as good
won the heat handily in 2.31, Scribner laying as Allcock’s,” and they stand today indorsed
by not onlv the highest medical authorities,
up Black Nathan who had made a break.
There were s'ill occasional sprinkles of but by million* of grjfteful patients who have
rain, but a fair sized crowd occupied the proved their efficacy as a household remedy.
Beware of lmit «ti <n*, and do not be de
grand stand, and the infield was dotted with
private teams, as the eecond heat was called. ceived by misrepresentation. Ask for All
Two scores and the word. At the quarter in cock’s, and let no «ohctation or explanation
36% seconds, Fred M was a nose in front, but induce you to accept a subsit ite.
bcpti-TFH.
at the half in 1.13% the mare was in the lead
with Fred M second, and Black Nathan third;
The Testimonials
on the turn she increased her lead and won
the heat in 2.29%, Black Nathan trotting into Published iu behalf of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
are not extravagant, are not “written up,”
second place.
At the second score in the third heat, nor are they from its employes. They are
Schoolmarm went away in the lead, but Fred facts, and prove that Hood’s Sarsaparilla pos
M trotted around her on the backside and sesses absolute merit and is worthy the full
showed in front, but made a break and confidence of the people.
dropped back, but came at her again forcing
her to a break and she dropped back to third
place, St. Lawrence in the meantime going
into first place. In the stretch Schoolmarm
came fast and finished second, St. Lawrence
winning in 2.32.
It was 4.20 p. m. when the horses came out
for the fourth heat. The drivers had to be
repeatedly cautioned before they finally got
the word. Finally the prettiest start ever
seen was had, St. Lawrence going to the front
and leading at the quarter. Atthehalfin 1.14
Schoolmarm was a half length ah^ad, at the
three-quarters sue had three lengths lead, but
St. Lawrence came fast, and at the head of
he stretch lie was at the mare’s wheel, al the
distance on even terms and at the wire he
showed in front, winning the heat in 2.30.
The horses got the word for the fifth heat
at 5.15 at the first score. St. Lawrence led at
the quarter. At the second turn Black Nathan
Mr. Purg ess is one of our Pargest
came fact, but broke before reaching the half.
Grocers in this city, and by honest
He caught quickly, however, and made an
dealing has acquired for himself
a first-class reputation.
other drive for the leader. From this point it
was Black Nathan, St. Lawrence and School Testifies : — I have used
marm, the latter leading at the head of tlie
stretch, where Black Nathan in second place
and St. Lawrence in third, came down even
with the best of satisfaction. In my esti
with the mare and the black horse pushed his
mation there is no preparation equals it
nose in front at the wire in 2.33%.
for the cure of Dyspepsia. One of its
The sixth heat was a surprise. E. K.
extra qualities is that it gives almost
Woodman, the driver of Schoolmarm, came
instant relief for all distress caused by food
or water. I have sold it to my /customers
and asked the judges for permission to draw
and in all cases it lias proved its merits,
his mare as she was lame. This left only
and I safely recommend it to any one
Black Nathan and St. Lawrence.
troubled with disordered stomach. No one
2.40 Class.
can help praising it after giving it a trial.
Nine starters appeared for the 2.40 race.
Yours respectfully,
Zircon Boy pulled a shoe as he was warming
Fred Burgess.
up, causing a delay, but it was finally re
placed and they got the word at the lourth
score. Lord Nelson went to the front and
led to the quarter where Black Max passed
him ; at the half they were bunched, but at On and after October 1,1891, we give every
the three quarters Lady Redwood showed in person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
the front, and went under the wire ahead,
that in case it does you no good you can
closely followed by Maggie B., the rest as per
receive your money back. Read guaranty
summary.
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys
In the second heat a broken harness caused
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
another delay. They finally got the word at
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
the fifth score. Lady Redwood went into the
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner
back stretch in the lead; before reaching the
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
half she broke and dropped back, and Maggie
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
B., went to the front. Lady Redwood made
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be
a drive tor the heat in the stretch but made
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
another break and Maggie B. won the heat in
and Healing. It is compounded from the
2.36%.
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
A fine driving rain was falling, and um
or Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
brellas were hoisted when the horses appeared
child; children like it, and it is far superior
for the third heat. At the first score they got
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
the word. Lady Redwood led to the second
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
turn where she broke and Billy E.went to the
trade-mark, the Beaver.
front and led at the half, but Lady Redwood
on the pole outtrotted him on the turn and
led inside the distance, where she broke again
THE GROCER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
and Billy E. went under the wire with Mag
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
gie B. at his head, and Lady Redwood third.
Time 2.38%.
One distanced, and two drawn, left six
starters for the fourth beat. Going into the
backstretch Maggie B. drew away from the
field, and led at the half in 1.17, and finished
in 2.35, Lady Redwood on her wheel.
_ The fifth heat was called at 5.30, Maggie B. •

Mer’s Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup,

TO PROVEJst^-^

Children Cry for

Pitcher’# Castoria-

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
Jt is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

“ Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.1’
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

•* Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroyin^their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

“ Our physicians in the children’s depart
ment have spoken highly of their experi
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Allen C. Smith^ Pres.,

The Centaur Company, TT Murray Street, New York City.
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Maine Horse Breeders’ Monthly

The eminent trotting horse breeders arej
dying out. Garland Lang, W. S. Hobart,,
W. II. Wilson and G.Valensin have passed1
over to the great majority within a veryy
short period of time.
*

•

*

♦

The trotting at Independence on FridayF
last was more than sensational, it was wonderful. Martha Wilkes, by Alcryne wona
the free-for-all purse of $5000, in straight
heats, in tbe fastest time ever made in aa
race. Indeei it was so wonderful that wee
place a summary below.
Martha Wilkes b m by Alcyone,
111J
Alvin b h, bv Orpheus,
2 2 2
Vic H br m.'by Reaves Blackbird, 3 3 33
I Time, 2.12, 2.10, 2.09%.
Martha Wilkes was never headed In thee
race and beat the world’s race record in thee
second heat in 2 10.and placed it still lowerr

The
clams which were gathered1
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
together
at Livermore
la9t
week,*
Published Weekly and entered at the Post
have divided. Alec Yates with his stablee
office at Auburn, Me., as second class
matter.
including Silver Street and Harry Williams8
Yearly Subscription Price for 1892, $1.50 with St. Laurence and the rest of his
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within string, have gone to BaDgor.
Frank Foxs
Three Months.
with Dan Berry and Milo have gone homee
J. W. THOMPSON, Editor, to Cornish, where the fair is this week.
D. M. Foster with Iona S. and Maggiee in the third heat in 2.09%.
* * * *
Franklin has gone to Farmington to thee
Newspaper Decisions.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly Franklin county breeder's meeting, andA
A great meeting took place at Des8
irom the office—whether directed to nis name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is Jason Russell with Black Nathan has gone0 Moines, Iowa, recently.
It was a newv
responsible for the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he to Gray to the fair.
track, and this was the initial meeting.•
•
•
•
*
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
Everything went on swimmingly for fourr
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
At a recent meeting at Oakland, Cal.,
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
’ days, when on the fifth day people goingg
from the office or not.
the three-year-old colt, Diablo, by Charles
The courts have decided that refusing to take
out to the track found notices posted upp
.
newspapers and periodicals from the office, or re Derby, won the 2.25 pacing race in 2.18%
e
around
that the races had been declared1
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima 2.14%, 2.17%, pacing one quarter in the
facie evidence of fraud.
a off. It was found out that early that mornthird heat in 31 seconds. The California
8 ing the Driving Park association bad filed
TELEPHONE CALL, 14-3.
Breeder and Sportsman speaks of Diablo as
with the county recorder a mortgage forr
“the greatest young pacer in California.’’
3 $15,000 on the grounds to the Savings8
What will interest Maine readers most is
bank. This soon became known to the3
the fact that Diablo’s dam was Bertha, by
creditors. In an hour there wasj $24,500
Alcantara; 2nd dam Barcena by Bayard,
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE. hence, a sister to Bayard Wilkes, owned by worth of mechanics liens Sled in the clerk’s8
office, against property on the track. ; By
The only daily in Auburn. Population of C. P. Drake of Lewiston.
town 11,000. Capital of Androscoggin Coun
♦ ♦ ♦ *
twelve o’clock tbe ground had a deserted1
ty The liveliest dailv in Maine.
terms by
appearance,people tearing down their lunch1
mail $5.00 per year; carrier $6.00
The Androscoggin Valley Fair will open
j stands, preparing to move to town. Most4
at Canton, Me., on Tusday, Sept. 20., and
V of the purses that had been won were not*
It would seem as though the class of continues three days. On the first day
paid up t? two o’clock. Throngs of people3
breeders, and writers as well, known there will be a 3.00 class, purse $75; a continued to arrive, expectl. g to go to the
purse
for
foals
of
1889,
$75,
and
a
2.27
as thorough-bred-blood in the trotter en
a track, but when they were told that the
thusiasts, who claim that fresh infu class, purse $175. On the second day a races were off, they turned around and wentt
2.40
class,
purse
$100,
and
a
2.33
class,
sions of what they denominate as the
g away disgusted.
speed-sustaining blood of the thorough purse, $125. On the third day a 2.50 classr
* * ♦ ♦
open
to
pacers
and
trotters
;
a
purse
for
bred, is a necessity to the accomplish
It has been demonstrated this seasoni
ment of a sustained flight of speed, foals of 1890. pacers and trotters, $75,*
would feel, after the performances of and a free-for-all, open to pacers and trot that it will not do to prophesy as to bowr
Nancy Hanks, Martha Wilkes, Paragon, ters, purse $200. Entries close Sept. 13,’ fast certain horses will go for just wheni
with H. T. Tirrell, secretary, Canton people begin to think that certain animalss
Alvin and other great cracks of
Me.
have reached their limit they go out and1
the year, that their argument has not
» » ♦ ♦
beat their previous records by several1
a leg left to stand upon. No better
One of the norel features of the pro
t
-exhibition of a well sustained flight of gramme at Independance was the free-for- seconds.
* * * *
speed at any way of going, whether all race, half-mile dashes, best three ina
pacing trotting or running, was ever five. Manager won the first heat in thee
The first of Allerton’s get to win moneyy
witnessed then that of Nancy Hanks unprecedented time of 1.01, after which hee in a public race is the black colt, Ferron,,
at Chicago. The bright examples wac defeated by Mascot in 1.01%, l.tl%,’ who divided second and third money in thee
Palo Alio, Maud 8., and others which 1.01%.
yearling race Monday with the Nebraskaa.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
have been pointed to as illustrations of
yearling, Ella Woodline.
Each of thesee
At Independence on Friday Aug. 26,
the necessity of a thoroughbred cross
colts won $1000.
_______ _______
•close up, all failed in this one par Jay Eye See was brought out at 5.50 to go3
against his picing record, and the game lit
ticular, and we have been informed by
NAMES CLAIMED.
an eye-witness, a gentleman in whose tle 14-year-old convert went the mile with
out a skip in 2.06%. The cheers of the6
Altena, bay roan filly, left hind foott
judgment we have implicit confidence,
crowd when he scored drowned out thee
that he never saw a horse “stop” worse starter’s “go,” but he went and got to thee white, foaled April 23, 1891; sire Altus Jr.
than Maud S. did on the memorable quarter in .31%, showed up at the half inQ by Altus 6602 by Alcantara 2.23, dam Hul-occasion when she made her record of 1.03 at the three-quarters in 1.34% andj dahby Gen. Garfield by Black Monitor byy
I Gen. Knox, 2d dam by Troublesome. Also,,
2.08%. The best performances of the home in 2.06%.
I
Alcaid, chestnut colt foaled June 26,,
year would go to show that we have
♦ * * *
7
t 1891; sire Altus Jr., dam Maud Bonner by
no need of any fresh infusions of
TkE California Breeder and Sportsman
?
Robert
Bonner
Jr.,
by
Robert
Bonner
by
y
thoroughbred blood. If a breeder wants “acknowledges tbe corn” in the following
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, 2d dam s t b byP
a cross, let him get it through some amiable manner:
California has lost two of the world’s9 Mambrino Patchen. Also,
horse like Alcantara for instance,
great
in two days at Chicago this8
Jim B, dark bay colt, left hind foott
where the thoroughbred strain has week. records
Sunol, 2.08%, was dethroned by
been assimilated, and where the horse Nancy Hanks, 2 07%> now QueD of theg white, foaled June 22, 1891, bred by Jamess
has proved his greatness, not on ac Tr ttiDg World. Direct, 2 06, was also3 Butterfield Farmington Falls, Me.; siree
by his old rival, Hal Pointer,, Altus Jr., dam Eva C., by Gen. Garfield,2di
count of his thoroughbred blood, but dethroned
who now has a record of 2.05%. Both of$ dam by son of French Tiger, 3d dam byr
in spite of it.
these records were made whik these equine0 Eaton Horse 122. Also,
* * * *
wonders were hitched to pneumatic rubberIna, dark bay filly with black points,
Marvin will have complete control over tired sulkies. If the claims made by all1
great drivers are rue—that th^se sul foaled July 15, 1891, bred by F. E. Harris,
Arion, 2.10%, for the rest of the reason, the
kies are from two to three seconds faster
and when the colt is in shape he will be than the regular sulkies that were in use3 Salem, Me.; sire Altus Jr., dam Elsie T byy
y
sent to beat Sunol’s thrse-year-old time, for so many years—it is a question whetherr Gen. Garfield, 2d dam by Shooting Star by
either of these animals are really any fasterr Flying Eaton. Also,
2.10%, which he is almost certain to de.
than they were last year; in fact they are3
♦ * * *
Ethel Boone, sorrel filly with strip in1
not so fast. We have not heard whetherr
Stamboul, 2.11, was bred to Posey by or not Sunol or Direct will try to regain1 face and two white ankles on rignt side,
’
Flaxtail. Murtha, the mare that won a six the crowns they lost in another wrestle3 foaled Aug. 15, 1891; sire Dirigo Boone by
with “Father Time,” hitched to these won
heat race last week and got the fastest derfully easy-pulling, frictionless sulkies. Daniel Boone 2.31%, dam Maud Garfield1
Tecord yet won by any of the Stambouls, is
by Gen. Garfield by Black Monitor by
* ♦ * ♦
a true descendant on the maternal side of
The Electioneer stallion, Richardsg Gen. Knox, 2d dam by Young Hogath, sire0
the “despised” Flaxtail cross. It will be Elector concluded a heavy season in thee of the dams of Anodyne 2.25, and Bena
only a question of a few yearB until a num stud this y<ar. He was bred to eightyy Lambert 2.27%. Also.
ber of great trotters, and dead game oneB splendid broodmares (most of them stand
Ryan, bay colt, foaled Aug. 20, 1891;>
too, will appear in the lists that will carry a ard), at $250 each. It pays to own a horsee sire Dirigo Boone, dam Lady Scolfleld byV
strong infusion of the Flaxtail blood in
Flying Eaton by Eaton Horse 122. Also,»
like that
their veins.
Alton, chestnut colt, foaled April 24
♦ ♦ * *
* * * *
1892;’8ire Altus Jr. by Altus 6602, sire off
The Oxford County Agricultural SocietyV the yearling winner at the Shelby County
7
A singular accident by which a young
has had a long and prosperous career and ona Trotting association 1891, by Alcantaraa
foal was killed, happened in Iowa.
A
September 13, 14 and 15. it will celebrate6 2.23byGeoTge Wilkes 2.22 by Rysdyk’s
four-year-old mare called Little Picture
its fiftieth anniversary. The races on the6 Hambletonian; dam by Gideon 145, sire off
was rolling in the pasture, when her suck
programme are as follows : On TuesdayV the dams of Nelson 2.10,Glenarm 2.23,etc.,
ling colt came up behind her and when
September 13 there will be a 2.37 class,’ by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, 2d dam by Giljust within reacn the mare threw back her
purse $200; and 3 00 class, purse $100;’ breth Knox 2.26% by Gen. Knox 2.31%.
hind leg, striking the colt squarely between
and a race for foals of 1891, purse $40.
Also,
the eyes, crushing its skull and killing it
On Wednesday, the seco id day 2.34 class,
Sir Wilkes, bay colt, foaled April 26,:,
instantly.
pace and trot, purse $200; a 2.45 class,
* * * *
’ 1892, sire Sir William by Messengerr
purse $125, and a race for foals of 1890,
The Cumberland County Fair will open
’ Wilkes 2.23 (dam of Sir William, Sadie L,
purse $50. On the third day at 9 a. m.,
at Gorham, Me., on the 13th of September
I sister to Nelson 2.10) dam Nellie Drew, ael
gent’s driving horses, purse $35, and
and continue four days.
B very fast mare bred by R. T. Simpson,,
green horses, purse $100. At 2 p.m., foals
The trotting purses are as follows :
B Waterville, Me., breeding being traced..
of 1889, purse $80, and free-for-all, purse
FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, SEPT. 13.
$300.
Running races on the first and1 Also,
No. 1—Purse $150 for 2.38 class.
Blanch Boone, bay roan filly right hind
third
days,
and bicycle races will be sandNo. 2—Purse $100 for three minute class.
fl
No. 3—Purse $50 for one-yeai-olds.
witched between the heats of the trotting foot white and star in forehead, foaled
A
SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14.
races.
Entries will close September 6, June 10, 1892; sire Dirigo Boone by Daniel
r
No. 4—Purse $250 for 2.28 class.
Boone,
dam
Flying
Nell
by
Shooting
Star
A. C. T. King, recretary, South Paris, Me.
No. 5—Purse $100 for three-year olds.
f by Flying Eaton, 2d dam by Flying Eaton.
No. 6—Purse $75 for two-year-olds.
One oi tjie special attractions at some of
THIRD DAY, THURSDAy,j8EPT. 15.
the great meetings, is the boy, WillieB Also,
No. 7—Purse $250 for 2.32 class.
Robert Boone, bay colt two whitee
Ketchum, and his trotting deg Doc. Wee
No. 8—Purse $150 for 2.45 class.
note that at one place he trotted a quarterr ankles behind and strip in face, foaledd
No. 9—Purse $125 for four-year-olds.
FOURTH DAY, FRIDAY,.SEPT. 16.
in 51% seconds and at another a half milee June 13, 1892; sire Dirigo Boone by Danielil
No. 10—Purse $150 for 2.50 class.
in 1.43. As we do not know what the “dogg Boone by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, damQ
No. 11—Purse $150 for consolation race for
horses not winning moneyjfcin the three record” is at the trotting gait, we are un by Robert Bonner Jr., by Robert Bonner,
xmuute, 2.38 and 2.45 classes.
able perhaps to appreciate the merits of thee by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, 2d dam s t b byy
No. 12—Purse $500 for 2.25 class.
Mambrino Patchen. Also,
performance.
Entries close September 5.
♦ * * ♦
Alwin, chestnut colt, left hind anklej
♦ * * ♦
8
white,foaled
July|29, 1892;sire Altus Jr. byy
The four-year-old race record
was
Altus
6602
by
Alcantara [2.23, dam Ladyy
broken
at
Columbus,
Ohio,
when
Evange

D. W. Howard of Independence, Iowa
1
Scolfleld
bv
Flying
Eaton.
Mas refused an offer of $15,000 for a suck line won the third heat in the [2.16 tret, in
Salem,
Me.
N, P. Harris.
2.13LL
ling filly by Allerton.

Auburn, Me., Friday, Sept. 2,1892.

SHERMAN, ME.

A TONIC

Sherman, Aug. 28. The Penobscot and
Aroostook Agricultural society held a trotting meeting Aug. 17 at their fair grounds
in Crystal. There were three purses competed for viz : 2.55, 2.45, 2 38. Four horses
appeared for the word in the 2.55 class.
Daisy ch m by FraDk Lambert by Daniel
Lambert, dam by Cobbler, owned by John
Cromwell Medway, Me.
George S, chestnut gelding by Cunard
M. B. Smiley, Patten, MeOscar Wilde, chestnut gelding by Frank
Lambert, dam s t b by son of Winthrop
Morrill, C. H. Rideout, Houlton, Me.
Olinda, chestnut stallion, by Olympus,
dam Morgan owned by W. A. Sawyer,
Sherman, Me. The horses drew (positions
in the ordernamed. Summary :
Olindo,
111
George S,
2 3 2
Oscar Wilde,
3 2 3
Daisy,
4 4 4
Time, 2.51%, 2 55%, 2.55.
Olindo is 9 years old, stands strong 16
hands andjweighs at the present] time 1250
pounds, has had but very little work as he
stuck a wire nail into the large tendon of
his hind leg July 4,1891,and has been lame
until quite recently. He was put into this
race as an experiment to see if he could
stand work. Soon after getting the word
in the 1st heat he cast a forward shoe and
trotted the mile with one bare foot, trotting
level throughout the heat and could have
reduced his time quite a bit had it been

HORSFORD'S Acid Phosphate.
A preparation of the
phosphates, that acts as
a tonic and food to the
exhausted system.
There is nothing like it;
gives great Satisfaction.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
in stamps.
Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R- 1.
rushed his colt around the turn and took
the pole on the back stretch leading easily
to the finish. Joubert s colt acted badly
and made several breaks. Time 3.09
Grant Stewart worked out D. W. L.
Moore’s Miss Weed to a road cart. She is
a very handsome mare, G years old, sired
by Aristos, dam, by Daniel Lambert. She
trotted the mile in 2 44. making the last
quarter, the only one in which she was
urged in 39% seconds.
The fastest event of the morning was a
mile trotted by D. W. L. Moore’s Rubert
Gillig, After a warming up heat he trotted
a mile in 2.29%, making the quarter in 37,
toe half in 1.15, the last half in 1.14%
without lifting bis head.
Gilligan & Wheeler have bought of R.
G. Bradley, a handsome brown, eight year
old stallion, stands about 16 hands, sired
by Aristos, out of a Hambletonian mare.
Price, $1,500.

necessary.
The second heat was a repetition of the
first, he casting a shoe on the first turn and
carrying it almost around the track hanging
to one side of his foot.
The third heat he had better luck as his
shoes staid on and he came home in 2.55,
almost on a walk.
This is the second race
SKOWHEGAN, ME.
he was ever in, both of which he won in
straight heats. He has had about fifty
Among the promising colts of this place
patrons and is still in the stud.
are two that should be given more than a
In the 2.45 class three horses came up passing notice for they surely attract more
for the word.
Abbie W., br m, by Hill- than ordinary attention.
Every fair day
mont, by Olympus, C. H. Kays, Wood- sees Ed King and his two year old Daniel
stock, N. B.; Maud Harris, b m., by K. out for an airing on the street. Daniel
George Harris; dam s t b by Tom Lang K. is by Jim Boone, by Daniel Boone out
owned by E. Harrigan, Houlton, Me.; of a mare by McVigue, he by Winthrop
Ginger, ch g., breeding unknown, owned Morrill. Second dam by Monte Christo,
by L. J. Pain er, Patten, Me., after a he by Gen. Kaox. Daniel K. is a hand
tedious amount of scoring in which each some youngster 14 2% hands; weight, 810
driver tried to jockey the others, they got pounds; color, black with white stripe and
the word when Abbie W. went to the front white nigh forward and off hind feet. Ed
winning in 2.46, and the eeeond in 2.48. In 1 is somewhat struck on Daniel K. who althe third heat Abbie indulged in more than Ij though not as yet workedjon the track shows
the prescribed number of breaks and was ( some clever action and a speedy tendency.
placed last and the heat given to Maud ■ Ed takes great delight in exhibiting
Hnrris, GiDger second.
. George W. Washburn’s two-year-old colt
The fourth beat Abbie W. had it all her Guess-So. He is out of Washburn’s exI celleut road mare Fan, byAll-So. Fan is by
own way in 2.48%.Summary:
Abbie W.
118 1 Walter D , formerly Flying Cloud, he by
Maud Harris,
2 3 12 Locomotive, Fan’s mother was by Ledo he
Ginger,
3 2 2 3
by Hambletonian 10; third dam by the
Time, 2.46, 2.48, 2.51, 248%.
Guess-So is a chip of the
Abbie W. is a pretty brown mare 15.1, Bushy horse.
six years old and if indications amount to old block, the perfect image of the well
known sire with one white hind foot,
anything, ought to trot in the thirties,
There were three horses entered in the weighs 955 pounds, and stands 15-3 high.
M. T. Pooler departed for Bangor Fri
2.38 class. Allright, Jr., blk stallion by
day
morning with his string of fine ones,
Ailright by Taggarts Abdallah, dam by
Jenkins Hambletonian.
Uncle Hiram, and took along twenty gallons of witch
hazel for rubbing down purposes.
breeding unknown.
A good race was witnessed on Water
Maud J., b m, by DanieljBurr by Lam
street
last Friday evening. A small boy
bert Morrill; dam hy Browa Harry.
After scoring a few times they were got hold of a bunch of fire crackers some
sent away, Allright
taking the lead where and he set the whole bunch to going
which
he
held
to
the
finish at once. A horse belonging to John, Tur
Maud J, doing the song and dance act, ner became frightened at the racket and
A little distance
Uucle Hiram trotting in second place. started down the street.
on
J.
D.
Rawles*
hardware
team joined the
In »he second heat Maud J. was on her
good behavior and trotted steady through- field and neck and neck the pair scurried
out the heat, beating Uncle Hiram but not J down the street toward the Great Eddy.
winning from Allright, Jr. In the third The horses kept together for a thirdjfof a
heat Maud J. made another one of her |. mile when the carriage hitchsd to lurner’s
Then someone
standstill breaks and refused to come back *■ horse went to smash.
to a trot until tbe others had opened a gap . caught the Rawles’ horse and the race was
that even she, witn her phenomenal bursts i■ over. Turner’s carriage was a complete
of speed, was unable to close had she been i; wreck, and Rawles lost a spring. So much
steady.
Allright, Jr., would have been;> for the small boy and fire crackers out of
forced out a number of seconds faster in 1! season.
,
J. H. McCone.
order to win.

Summary:
Alliigbt, Jr.,
Ill
Uncle Hiram,
2 3 2
Maud J.
3 2 3
Time, 2.49, 2.40, 2.43%.
Allright, Jr., is a large horse, 1,200 lbs.,
and goes to work as though he meant bus
iness.
--------------------------- TICONDEROGA, N, Y.

MONROE, ME.

There was considerable sport on Wicker’s
track Tuesday morning.
The first event was a work—out between
Sherry B., and Daisy Kenemore. They
trotted the first quarter in 40 seconds, the
second in 37, the third in 36 and the last in
38%, making the mile in 2.31%, and the
middle half in 1.18. Brackett Hall was
pleased when he crossed the score slightly
in front of Daisy Kenmore.
C. G. Wicker gave Daisy Kenmore a
second mile after a short rest and she
trotted it without a skip in 2,31.

The next event was a brush of a mile between Isreal Joubert’s three-year-old mare,
by Carillon, and John S.Weed’s three-yearold stallion, by Kenwood. Israel Joubert
the pole and took the lead at the start, and
although John Weed pulled up even with
him several times he did not succeed in
heading him. Time 8.17. After a short
rest they came up for the word again. John

»

The West and Penobscot Agricultural
Society will hold their fair Sept. 27, 28,
and 29. The trotting purses have been in
creased,all water is brought on the grounds
by a powerful windmill and all is being
done to make the coming fair to excell all
others ever held on the grounds.
A large number of horsemen gather at
the park Saturday afternoons and some
fine trotting is witnessed.
Frank Bowden’s pacer “Why Not” is
going fast this fall.
E. C. West’s four-year-old stallion by
Constellation is going fast, they are both
entered at BaDgor Fair in the races.
Mr. H. E. Haley has sold his stallion
Knox Chief to CamdeD parties, he is by
Palmer Knox and has some fine stock in
this section left behind.
There is quite a call for gooJ horses
here now.
Mr. L. E. Knowlton has a three-yearold by Gen. Grant, he by Gen. Withers
that is trotting very fast.
Mr. Leonard Clark has sold his Ledo
mare four-year-old to W. C. Marshall of
Belfast for $300.
The Ledo mare Daisy Ledo sold by
Franklin Chase to M. H. Simpson of New
York was driven by John Gibbs in 2.31
recently.

3at
more. Shube Wilkes ought to make a great
race, and would excite lots of interest.
)ng
It has been claimed by many persons
e8 ,,
that the Electioneers were not race horses
ilo
but the claim will not hold water, for Palo
nd
Alto, Lot Slocum, Conductor, Arion and
ne
others have been game enough for anyone
and the majority of the members of the
on
tribe have only been used for exhibition
purposes.
Re-Election was a winner aatt
Nashville this summer, and now comes to
jut
the front Belleflower, by Electioneer out
)00
of Beautiful Bells, and wins the $5,000
h ,
stake for three-year-olds at Sturgis, Mich.,
,e(j
in which there were thirteen royally-bred

TRACK AND STABLE.
At Newpert, Vt., the breeders of Ver
mont and Canada came together in a meet
ing of the Eastern Vermont Horse Breed"
ers’ Association. The First race on the
programme was for foals of 1891, which
race was won by the bay colt McAlroy, by
Rockefeller; dam by Messenger Wilkes.
This colt was bred at Maple Grove Farm,
Auburn, Me., and was entered by F. B.
Lang, Newport, Vt. McAlroy also was
awarded first premium in the class for
yearling colts. It must be gratifying to
the Messrs. Briggs to hear such good
reports from the stock they have bred and
sold.
In the class for standard three-year-old
colts, at the same meeting, the second
premium was awarded to Spray, bay celt
by Messenger Wilkes; dam Lambertina by
Daniel Lambert. Spray is also product of
Maple Grove Farm.
We read with interest an account of the
Vermont Horse Breedrs* Association meet
ing, and of the large list of entries for the
New Hampshire Trotting Horse Breeders’
meeting, e nd it leads us to ask what has
become of the Maine State Trotting Horse
Breeders’ Association, organized over a
year ago? It was boomed by our leading
breeders and looked, for a day, like a prom
ising youngstei, but alas! its purpose
seemed to be accomplishedjwhen it elected
delegates to Chicago, and it laid down and
ceased to breathe.
A mare belonging to Winslow Marble of
Ripley, Me., was found in a pasture last
week with a hind foot caught in her mouth
in such a manner that it took several men
to extract it. About the same time a twoyear-old belonging to Putnam Wilson of
Newport, Me., was fastened to ajsmall tree
by the hair of his tail as securely as if a
strong halter had been used. It is thought
that when switching flies the long jhair was
wound around the tree in »such a manner
that the end came under the bight, making
the animal fast in aa instant. The colt
was nearly starved to death.—Mirror and

Farmer.
Ansel has added three to the 2.30 list
this season, Baron Wilkes 3, Belmont 3,
Cyclone 3, Dexter Prince 8,^Electioneer 4,
Guy Wilkes 4, Jay Bird 4, Mambrino
Patchen 3, Onward 4,Phaleamont 3,Square
Talmage 3, Tennesee Wilkes 3, Young
Jim 3, and Young Wilkes 3.
Phis is a
great showing and the sons of George
Wilkes seem to bear off the honors. The
dead sires Belmont, Electioneer and Mam
brino Patchen live in their descendants.
Almont’s daughters have contributed
three performers to the 2.30 trotting list
this year, and one of them. Bonny Belle,
has become a triple producer, two of her
sons having made standard records last
year. She was foaled in 1879 and is prob
ably the youngest mare with three in the
list. Her performers are Poco Tempo,
2.27, Happy Promise, 2.28%, and Rebel
Medium, 2.29, all by Happy Medium. Her•
dam Alice Drake has two in the list, Nor
man Medium, 2.20, and Alice Addison,
2.28%, and her second dam is by Pilot, Jr.
says the Kentucky Stock Farm. Bonny
Belle is a sister to Straw Girl, owned by
Messrs. B. F. & F. H. Briggs, Maple1
Grove Farm, Auburn, Me. Bonny Belle,,
however, is not the youngest mare to havei
three m the 2.30 list, tor the Maine bred.
mare Mabel L., by Victor, was foaled in
1880, and is the dam of Judge Keeler,
2.29%, Reina 2.22%, Ruby 2.28*4, and;
St Regis, 2.20%. Th*8 18 we believe1
Unparalleled.
Electioneer has 105 in the list to date.
The last one to “get in” at the East was1
Utility, a bay mare out of Consolation,,
by Dictator, who won the 2.30 trot ati
Davenport, la., on the 3d Inst., and got ai
record of 2.22% in a second heat.
It is expected that the black colt,Nichols,
2.36%, will start in the two-year-old race(
at the Androscoggin Valley Fair, and it is1
hoped that Dorcas Pratt and Granadiet.
will also start. A field of four, consisting.
of thej above with the winner at Liver.

;ve
ones (from race horse families.) Five
on
heats were trotted, and Belleflower won
1,
the last three in 2.21%, 2.25*4, 2.22%,
guided by Charles ^Marvin.
When a horse is started in a race he be
be-
comes, in a measure, public property. His
I*8
owner has entered into an engagement with
ith
the spectators that he must win if he can.
There is a tacit agreement that cannot be
he
ignored with honesty, and honor fort ids aa
violation of the compact.
Online, the two-year-old pacing colt
olt
that has just equalled the record of Man
in-
ager at the same age, is bred jn grand lines
>es
and has a license on his breeding to be- a-a
sensational horse.
His sire, Shadeland
nd
Onward, is by the great Onward, out of
Nettie Time, the dam of Temple Bar,
ar,
Egbertime, etc. His dam, Angeline, is by
Chester Chief, a son of Hambletonian 10,
L0,
out of Lady Pine by the Mapes Horse,
*e,
another son of Hambletonian 10.
Says a friend of the side-wheelers : The
he
pace of today is in most cases just as
well bred in trotting lines as his diagonalalgaited brother, the trotter, and. as he can
>an
win as much money, is more easily devel
el-
oped, and makes fully as good a road horse
rse
in the cities as a trotter, the oldtime preju
u-
dice against him will soon be heard no
no
more.
ONEIDA. N. Y.

Aug 27,The Oneida Driving Park Associa
lfil*
tion were to hold their races this afternoon,
D’
k6D
but as the weather is bad and it has been
raining for two days past it was decided to
postpone them for one week.
The en
jn-
tries made are good ones and some lively
contests are to come off. The three min
ute class contains two new ones, Admont
>nt
5349, a bay horse owned by Burton, G.
mt
Foster, the sire of which is Piedmont
2.17% an<l 1*18 dam Addie.
The other is Belle of VernoD, owned by
Mottsiff of V ernon of which the writer
,
ick
does not know so much about.
A black
stallion owned by C. N. Rich of Eaton *i»
"
entered in the 2.50 class, this is a good
ive
young horse. The following entries have
been made:
3.00 class—Purse $25.
Admont, b s B. G. Foster, Oneida.
,
chEaton Girl, b m George Ayers, Bouchville.
Mamie G.,bm Chas. Titus, Oneida.
Belle of Vernon, Chas. Mottsiff, Ver
er-
non.
2.50 class—Purse $25.
Filo, b s C. M. Rich, Eaton.
Fred, b g A. Snell, Oneida Valley.
og_
Flora R., 8 m Frank Richardson, Canostolen.
2.40 pacing race—Purse $25.
,nd
Little Dan, b s Geo. Knight, Cleveland
N. Y.
Grace Wilkes, b f B. G. Foster, Oneida.
Mollie Benton, b m E. A. Van Velger,
’ ’
Oneida.
2.82 class; purse—$50.
,
Billy Wilton, b s, Eugene Snow,Knoxboro,
,er.
Almont Protection, b s, E. A. Y. n Velyer.
Oneida.
White Cap, g g A. Hunnan, Verona.
J. V. Richardson is now driving his
famous two-year-old colt Mademoiseille
Ale
Sunol on the track. It can step a fast
a8t
quarter.
Harrison McGuiniess’ famous two-year,ar“
old colt Earlmont, can step a quarter on
on
our association track in 40 seconds.
John C. Myers.
Nancy Hanks has made good the pre
,re‘
dictions made by the writer no longer ago
*g0
than last week, that she would trot a mile
faster than 2.09. Her mile at Chicago
lK°
last week showed not the least sign of the
tbe
faint-heartedness some writers have led us
U8
to believe a trotting-bred performer must
U8^
necessarily show when going miles at ex
ex_
treme speed. Nancy went the first half of
her famous mile in 1.03%, the last half ln
in
1.03%, and the last quarter in 30% seconds.
ld8’
Nothing soft about that, eh! When Sunol
n°l
trotted to her record of 2.08% over the
the
kite track at Stockton last fall, she could
1%
come the last quarter no faster than 31%
ug_
seconds, although she had the “speed-sus
taining” strains of a thoroughbred grandam.
im.
O88
Palo Alto, with the “speed-sustaining” cross
one remove nearer, trotted the last quarter
•ter
rhe
of his mile in 2.08% in 32 seconds. The
. .
last quarter of the mile in 2.08% that
na
svas
Maud S. trotted at Cleveland in 1885 was
only in 33% seconds, and she, too, had the
im
“speed-sustaining” blood in her grandam.
ln^
Robert Bonner, the Turf, Field and
Farm, and other eminent authorities have
been very positive in their predictions that
bat
no trotter would ever be able to beat tbe
the
2.08% of
Maud S.
that did not
have
either
a thoroughbred
dam
or
grandan/, and yet, by compar• Ing the time of the last quarters of the

record-breakers as above, wherein does the
thoroughbred blood seem to be of any use.
Its most ardent admirers have never
claimed it to be of any help in imparting
speed at the trot, but their argument has
been that it was almost invaluable in helping the performer to sustain his speed to
the end of the mile. The above comparisons, however, show that such an argument has no foundation to support it, and
it is every year becoming more clearly recognized that our best strains of trotting
blood are just as game and enduring as
thoroughbred blood and produce speed at
the trot with much more uniformity.—

Horse World. <
RINGMASTER IS DEAD.
Gentle reader, pass this by, unless you
know a good horse when you see him, and
love him with an honest heart. You would
not profane my sorrow by unsympathetic
presence. Pass on. Draw near, y u who
have reared and loved and lost a noble
horse. We understand one another. ^It is
our funeral. We will not need to apologjze for kindly words, nor hide the un bid
den tear.
We are a motley company;
from plow, and desk, and pulpit, and
lathe; farmers, merchants, ministers, me
chanics, soldiers, capitalists.
Yet we uncover from sheer instinct of loss ss the
message ie read: “The sun is shining very
bright, but it does not drive away the cloud
of sadness which overwhelms us: Ringmaster died at four this morning.”
In Missouri, where he was bred and
won his triumphs; in Colorado, in whose
capital for years he led every great procession, and where the knightly Logan rode
him at the head of the parading Grand
Army; in Wyoming, where he made
friends with the cowboys of Powder River
and the Belle Fourche; and in the fertile
valley of the Hockhocking in Ohio, where
he died, the announcement of his death
will excite genuine sorrow.
Pass on, good reader—this is not for
you; it is only for us simple folk who love
a good horse next to a good o an. Leave
our grief unrebuked.
“He was only a horse.” True, but such
a horse! In his delicate and alert ears:
7
in his broad forehead, beaming eyes, and
swollen nostrils; in the silken meshes^ of
his flowing mane and tail; in the princely
_
pomp of hisneck; in his ample chest, a
Fer^ 8torage ba«ery ot oxygen ; in his flat
well-muscled limbs; in his short back and
generous barrel; in his mighty loins; in
the speed and poetry of his action—thirty
generations of Audalusian coursers saluted
you. Saracen and Christian, El Zagal and
Roderigo Ponce de Leon curveted and
charged, fought and died, on the backs of
,.
his ancestors.
B'1 ■
He was so gentle that little children
might stroke his limbs, and so playful that
lambkins frolicked at his coming. He was
0
a woman’s palfrey and a warrior’sjgbattle
steed.
White as the driven snow, he dashed like
a meteor through the night. The mute
pressure of his head upon his master’s
shoulder was comfort in sorrow, strength
in danger.
Pass on, pass on, lingering reader, unless
your eyes are dim with tears.
What I
have to say is to these sad-faced horsemen
who close up about me.^jYou understand
me when I say, that we had planned to
spend our old age together, Grey Eagle
and I—for “Ringmaster” was his titled
pedigree, “Grey Eagle,” his i pet name,
while the little damsel, whose heart almost
broke when she let me have him,Jcalled
him “Patsey.” More than once 1 had told
him of the stable and paddock which should
make his superannuation idyllic, bjll bxc
And yet I was JnotJwith him^when he
died. But I know that he thought of j me,
and was happier because he knew I gloved
him.
“He had the best of medical aid, but to
no avail. A host of sympathizirg] friends
share our sorrow. Will be buried in a green
spot.” So the message runs.
It is well.
Blue-bell and violet will
mark the place; and when my superannuation comes, perchance the old man will see
visions; ay, and when the old man lies
under the lilies, perhaps the phantom horse
and his rider—O well, we know not!^ Yet>
if angels ride, and herses are immortal,
what a mount Grey Eagle would make for
Michael!
You know what the peet says of Sheridan’s horse that saved the day at WinChester:
“Hurrah! hurrah for Sheridan !
Hurrah! hurrah for horse and man!
GROVETON, N. H.
And when their statues are placed on high,
• Under the dome of the Union sky—
The American soldiers’ Temple of Fame—
Groveton, Aug. 25th, 1892.
There, with the glorious general’s name,
As this is a cold> wet day, I will write
Be it said, in letters both bold and bright, you a few lines with regard to some of
‘Here is the steed that saved the day,
the horses in this part of New Hampshire.
By carrying Sheridan into the fight,
This is the home of Goldfinder, Robin
From Winchester, twenty miles away!’’’
Adair and Caledonia.
—Western Christian Advocate.
Goldfinder is by John Lambert, he by
_______________
Daniel Lambert.
8ho Blushed
Robin Adair is by John 2.29%, he by
awfully when I told her what to do for those
horrid pimples with which her face was cov- Aristos, dam Castledana, by Gideon. Cale
donia is by Goldfinder, dam by Vermont
vered. She now says if you want a pink and Ranger, be by Old Morrill.
white complexion with a nice clear, smooth
Next comes George B., bay gelding, by
skin, you must use that best of all blood puri- Wedgewood, with a record of 2.40%. We
tiers, Sulphur Bitters.
seprl-8 x
have Ch. horse, Tucker, with a record of
2.19%. Br. G. John Horn that is eligible
in the 2.50 class; Peter, a bay gelding by
Oscar Wilde that is eligible in the threej minute class; Mamie Striker, a two-year| old by Striker, son of J. Gould, dam Maud

’ Pitcher’s Castorla*
e
Children Cry forj

B., by Goldfinder; owner, R. N. Chamber
lin of Berlin Falls, N. H.; Volunteer Maid
bay filly, a two-year-old, by Robin Adair,
dam untraced, owned by D. S. Moore of
this place; brown gelding, L ttle Ned, by
Harry Brown, owned by Dewer Rich of
this place; chestnut mare, Katie Brooks, a
three-year-old by Goldfinder, dam Nellie
B., by Young Morrill; chestnut mare, Lucy
Flagner, three years old, by Goldfinder,
dam Flagner, by Flagner’s Hambletonian,
besides a good likely lot of colts by Robin
Adair and Caledonia which we will write
you about another time, also a description
of our farm.
We start George B, Mamie Striker, Vol
unteer Maid and Little Ned at the breeders’
meeting at Tilton, N. H., next week.
Hoping we may not get the flag, we are
Yours respectfully,
Ray & Bean.

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS.

Safe Investments!
We offer, subject to previous
sale, the following

First-Class Bonds:
$50,000 Battle Creek, Mich., Electric Railroad
iCo. 6 per cent. 20 year gold bonds, at
par and interest.
5,000
B. R. & S. B. Ry. Co. (Mass.) 5 pet
cent. bon'is, at 97H and interest.
6,000
Fort Smith, Ark. Water Co., 5 pet
cent bonds.
1,00
Municipal Security Co., Portland, Me
5 per cent bonds.
We also offer* per cent interest, payable semi
annually, on deposits exempt from taxation ampl
secured by more than #260,000.

Isabella Coe will star next season in
“Niobe.”
“A Message from Mars” is the name ol
a nfew play.
Colonel Milliken ,has finished a play
which he calls “Sumter.”
“Cupid’s Chariot,” a new play by H.
Sayers, was produced at Omaha recently.
Frederick Robinson has fallen heir to a
large fortune and will retire from the
stage.
John Ernest McCann has' finished a new
one act comedy called “The Country
Actor.”
Florence Ellis returns to the stage next
season in a play called “The Groves of
Blarney.”
The report that the New York Broadway
theater was to be turned into a music hall
is not true.
Richard Mansfield will be seen next sea
son in Joseph Hatton’s dramatization of
“The Scarlet Letter.”
Hoyt’s new play, “A Temperance Tour,”
will be given a ten weeks’ run at the Bos
ton Park theater, beginning Nov. 10.
It is said that Nat'Goodwin would never
have been treated so nicely by Henry Irv
ing this summer if Dixey hadn’t imitated
Irving.
Another boy violinist, KotzaDumtscheff,
is to come to America from St. Petersburg.
He is eleven years of age and is said to be
very handsome.
Byrne and Harrison’s new opera, “Ve
nus,” is finished, and the clever authors
are already at another, which will be pro
duced by J. M. Hill.
The contract which Mme. Patti has
made with Mr. Mayer is for forty concerts
in the United States and Canada, for
. which she is to receive $200,000.
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt has gone back to
Paris, intending to enjoy a perfect rest
after her hard work in London. When
quite refreshed, she will make a tour
through Belgium, Holland, Austria and
Russia.
The Duke of Edinburgh and the queen
of Roumania are writing an opera to
gether, so the Paris Figaro says. Carmen
Sylva supplies the libretto and the prince
the music, while the theme of the work is
laid in prehistoric times.

Horses
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COLT FARM

novel will

Safe Deposit Boxes to rent by the quarter or
It is announced that Zola is collecting
year at very low prices. Correspondence Solicited. material for a new novel which will have

AUBURN, MAINE.

Capital Paid in, $130,000.

Samuel F. Merrill, President.

tleu. C. Win?, Fire President.
James F. Atwood. Treasurei
“• ><1 .T» «

Colts

LITERARY LUMINARIES.

Humphry Ward’s new
DEPOSITS RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK. hotMrs.
be finished for two years.

fiUBURNTRUST CO.

and

to do with the pilgrimages to Lourdes.
Walter Besant, the English novelist,
was intended by his parents for a career in
the church, but he drifted naturally into
literary work.
Mrs. Isabel Mallon is judged to be the
best paid writer of her sex in this country.
Her Bab letters are printed in eighty
newspapers each week. She is a Balti
more woman, a widow, still young, and
her home is now in New York.
Francois Coppec, who has been called
the French Tennyson, is unmarried and
leads a quiet life of study in a quaint old
house in the Latin quarter of Paris. He
I-works very slowly, producing compara
Itively little in the course of a year.

•

Auburn, Maine.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR HILL’S GOLDEN OIL AND TAKE NOTHING ELSE

Reasons Why it Will Pay
TJ

WAYSIDE GLEANINGS.

___ TO INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF THIS CELEBRATED HEALER.
1st—Because it is a soothing preparation, and a true Healer. 2nd—It removes soreness at
once. 3rd—It is the only safe, sure and harmless remedy on the market.

There are 1,000 “haunted” houses in Lon
When Baby was sick, we gai e her Castorla.
don.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
Laplanders often skate a distance of 15C
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
miles a day.
Promptly Relieving Pain And Inflammation. Cures Scratches Heals Flesh Wounds [on
New York is the only city which has a
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
one armed bartender.
Forty thousand lottery tickets are sold
Using it freely according to directions, should secure for HILL’S GOLDEN OIL, a perma
in Philadelphia each month.
nent place in all Homes wheie Accidents are guarded against.
[JlCg~\Ve warrant every bottle.
AUBURN, ME.
It is said that the best walking pace is
seventy-five steps per minute.
ELECTRIC SPARKS.
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY 27, 1X75.
A glacier has been discovered in the San
A patent has been issued for a lock which
Bernardino-------------------------------range in California.
FRANKLIN. VT., AND 8T. ARMAND, CANADA
july28dtfff
(can be operated by a magnetized key.
Deposits......................................................... #975,55483
The Only Care.
The first electric light was the invention
Reserve Fund..............................................
27,500OO
The reputation of one of the converts of
< Stalte and Petrie in 1846, but scores of
Profits.........................
15,435 99
in the far west was such that an old imen have since made improvements and
hunter who stood by was moved to ap- iadapted it to popular use.
HAS PATH REGULAR SEMI-ANNUAL DIVI proach the minister, saying, “Sir, from
Tests recently made at Cornell university
aluminium has no very marked influ
DENDS SINCE ORGANIZATION.
what I know of that man I guess you show
«
ence
upon the magnetic conductivity oi
had
better
dip
him
again.
”
The
minis<
Total] Assets....................................... #1,018,490 90
iron, but slightly decreases its per
ter, thinking he might as well make a cast
(
Interest on Deposits commence 1st
good job of it, adopted the suggestion. meability.
1
day of each month.
As compared with gas illumination the
“Sir,” said the old hunter, still dissatis
advantages of electricity on health is the
fied, “I think he had better have another result
’
of two things—in the first place
dose.” But the minister replied, “No; the
J
electric light does not draw on the
if
he
is
so
bad
as
all
that,
we
will
anchor
(
NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.
oxygen, and in the second place it gives
him out all night.”—London News.
(off no noxious gases.
Milan is said to be the best lighted city
Merit Wins.
(on the Continent.
Milan has two large
We desire to sav to our citizens, that for central
(
stations equipped with Americac
----- IN------jars we have been selling Dr. King,s New machinery.
j
The wires, instead ef being
Discovery for Consumption, Dr. King’s New
along the streets on poles, are sus
Androscoggin Conn ty. Life Pills, Bucklens Arnica Salve, and Elect carried
from brackets placed under the
ric Bitters, and have never handled remedies pended
1
Trustees:
jhat sell as well, or that have given such uni- <eaves of the houses.
srersal saiisfaction. We do not hesitate to
During the jubilee at Buda-Pesth on the
B. C. JEWETT,
E. W. GROSS,
guarantee them every time, and we stand twenty-fifth anniversary of the crowning oi
B. F. STURGIS,
S. P. MILLER.
ready to refund the purchase price, if not sat- King
.
Franz Josef I a bank of incandescent
E. T. GILE,
JOHN F. COBB, sfactory results do not follow their use. These
representing the monarch’s initials,
remedies have won their great popularity lamps,
’
H. WESLEY HUTCHINS,
S. S. HERSEY,]
arranged
on a scaffold 100 feet wide and
purely
on
their
merits
E.
H.
Gerrish
druv
1
TASCUS ATWOOD.
jists 145 Lisbon Street Lewiston.
1 (65 feet high, which was mounted on a high
building, was visible for 2% miles.
John F. Cobb,

MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK,

WORKS LIKE MAGIC!

_

MAN OR BEAST.

Hill’s Golden. Oil

A

HOME

BANK.

MONEY MOSTLY LOANED

President.
J. Walter Stktson. Treasurer.

A Successful Horseman.

Mr. H. E. Retallick, a prominent and suc
cessful horseman of West Troy, N. Y., writes
i nd er date of July 20th as follows: “The
Quinn’s Ointment you sent me I began using
;wo weeks ago on a horse that had two very
lad curbs. It has done what all other remelies failed to do. One of the curbs hasentirey gone, and the other is going away very
asr.” We are receiving daily letters of this
tind from all parts of the United States. For
jurbs, splints, spavins, wind-puffs and all
lunches Quinn’s Ointment has no equal. Trial
iox, 25 cents, silver or stamps. Regular size
J51.&0,{delivered. Address W. B. Eddy & Co.,
Whitehall, N. Y., unless you can obtain from
pour druggist.
au 7-11
A Safe Investment.

Is one which is guaranteed to bring you
jatisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
lm of purchase price. On this safe plan you
jan buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle
)f Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumpaon. It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
jase, when used for any affection of Throat
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whooping
Jough, Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant and
igreeable • to taste, perfectly safe, and can
dways be depended upon.
rrial bottles free at E. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore
1
Lisbon St Lewiston

EDUCATIONAL NOTES.

Miss Elizabeth Boyce is the only young
,
woman
who takes the Columbia college
j A. degree this year.
B.
“The system is radically faulty and in
(effective.” That is what a New York
school
f
commissioner has to say of the
£scheme of public education in that city.
Dr. Edward Eggleston, the novelist, has
just
been appointed au associate professor
J
at
t Columbia college and will begin next
fall
a series of lectures upon colonial life
j
2 and literature.
The Manual Training school at Cam
]
bridge,
Mass., has already been compelled
to demand additional space in order to
]
make
its accommodations adequate, al
though
it has been established only a short
1
time.
1
In Kentucky the public school teachers
are
not paid a fixed salary, but receive so
1
much
for each pupil. The plan has one
J
good
effect, that of stimulating teachers
j
i secure scholars and thus extend the
to
]benefits of education, but some have been
found marking false returns.

Co«, Atan.ufactu.rers,
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AlhamtiryJane’sWeMingOunne
By MARY KYLE DALLAS.
[Copyright. 1891, by American Press Associa
tion.]

Boston office—Hello!
N. Y. office—Well ?
Boston—All New England
is calling for

Worcester
Salt
NewYor.:—AVe are increa:insf our
a.3 fa t
as wc qr.n. Ten. c .r’oad:
shipped to-you to- ;
r-

• • •tori <f: r- . •• -

‘‘Stop thief!” screams the woman, and
a couple of men jest saved Alhambry
from bein run over by a butcher’s
wagon as two policemen appeared upon
the scene of conflict with drawed clubs.
I said when I began this here heart
rending noration that Alhambry’s wed
ding outing was an awful trying one. 1
shan’t attempt to give no description of
the feelings of a lady of such delicate
Bensitudes on being marched like a
Fourth of July procession up Broadway,
her big hairpin lost and her hair down
her back, one sleeve pulled jout and her
gathers ripped and most of the York
folks follerin on behind.
When they arrived at the station
house and she was marched in, her only
comfort was that the spinBterhood was
there, too, and she had a false front and
it had got crooked. She couldn’t look at
her for horror, but she felt safe from
bein murdered. Next thing she knew
she was made to go up before a desk,
and a gentleman—most probable a legal
lawyer—was asking all their names, and
saying to the spinsterhood:
“Do you make a charge against this
woman?”
And. the spinisterhood was answering:
“If I tell where it came from,” said
she, “what would you do with the person
that gave it to me?”
“He would be punished according to
law,” said the legal lawyer. “Speak
up!”
“No,”, says Alhambry.
“Take me
away and put me into a dungeon, for
never will I reveal the name!”
I know that gal, and I know the sperrit of the christened martyrs rose in her
buzzum when she thought of her poor
pa dragged from his home and suffering
in a prison.
“No,” says she to herself, “far better
for all the family that it should be me.*'
So she says “Never” more determined
than before, and folds ber arms.
“It’s some man,”says the spinsterhood;
“her kind is always connected with some
man.”
“Silence,” says somebody.
“Your kind mostly7 ain’t,” saysAlhainbry.
Ef it had been her dying gasp she’d
have had to say it.
Somebody says “Silence” again.
“Who gave you that money to pass?
You had better tell the truth, young
woman,” says the judge.
“Tortures couldn’t drag it from me,”
says Alhambry Ja e.
Nummore it
couldn’t, nor if they had used racks and
thumbscrews, like they did in Fox’s
martyrs, i know that gal. Before 1
commenced norating this afflictive tale
I didn’t know my talons; but now 1 feel
I have ’em. I perceed to envelope a
more literary style of wnting, and you
mustn’t be surprised when I say the plot
begins to jell. That’s better than
“thicken;” seems to me nawar too.
Where all
this time
were Neptune
Belcher ? Alas, the shadder of mitfoitune’s
ebon wing had likewise fell onto him

aarKenmg ror the present an ms me.
Nep left the hotel that mornin sort of
mad. Men is as vain as women, come
to know ’em good. And he was think
ing of his hair. ’Twas curly and a real
lively red and become him, but he felt
to wish it was black. What he’d went
out for was to find Captain reeier ana
give him his watch and great-granper’s
messages, but walkin down Broadway
he noticed a hairdresser’s store, with a
sign, “Hair dyed artistic” into the win
der, and he stopped and looked at the
figgerhead revolvin slow and solemn,
with black curls and mustachers onto it,
and seemed to him ef he looked like that
he should feel more sure .of Alhambry
Jane’s affections. That’s what he laid it
onto, anyhow. So he jest fetepped in and
asked kinder earless, as ef it was more
of a joke than anything else, ef red hair
took black dye good? And they told
him, “Splendid.” Next thing he was in
a back room, with a looking glass and a
big chair, all wrapped up in a sheet, be
ing done black. When they got through
he stood amazed.
He had jetty tresses and long black
mustachers with waxed ends. His side
whiskers wus shaved off, and the whole
confirmation of his physmahogany was
altered; what, with his nose being yet
swelled twice its size, he didn’t know
himself.
“I hope my wife will be pleased now,”
he sez, kinder doubtful.
“She will be sliarm,” sez the barber,
who wus furrin. Neptune wusn’t quite
so sure, and it seemed tu him dyin come
expensive, fur his bill was seven dollars
and forty-two cents, but he chickered up as he went along. Seemed to
him the ladies looked at him mor’n
customary, and everybody likes to bu
detractive, and he was walkin along
with his head in the air when who
should he see but Captain Peeler trottin
up street at a great rate, bound to get
there, wherever it was.
“Hello!” says Nep, but the captain
didn’t hear, and off Nep sets at a great
rate. He and the captain always sky
larked when they met, and never think
ing how he’d changed his looks, Nep no
sooner catches up to him than he grabs
his watch chain, jest fur to skeer him.
and hollers out:
“Hullo! You don’t wear your watch
no more, captain!”
Next minute down he went kersmack
onto the pavement, and the captain stood
over him with his big knob headed cane,
veiling. “Perlice! uerlice!”

“Why, cap! cap!” says Nep, “Dont
you know me, cap?”
“No! Nur don’t wan’t to,” says Cap
tain Peeler. And there was Nep in the
middle of a crowd, a perlice clutchin his
collar and sayin:
“Hullo! What’« nn**
“The fellow attacked me/.’ says the
captain, “and my watch is gone. See.
it’s unhitched from the chain.”
“This it?” says the officer, pullin the
captain’s watch, that Great-granper
Rusk had give him to give the captain,
from Neptune’s pocket.
“That’s it,” said the captain. He was
nigh about as abstractive as Alhambry’s
pa, and hadn’t missed it before. You
see it didnU go, and he just wore it to
show off. “That’s it,” says he. “I
wouldn’t hev lost it for no money, and
’twas a co-inside-ants that harf an hour
after Alhambry wus walked into the sta
tion house round one corner, Neptune
wus walked into it round the other.
Now, ef 1 could sackerfice the truth
to literary effecks 1 should say that as
soon as Neptune sot eyes upon Alham
bry Jane, he exclaimed in mingled hor
ror and delight:

“Heavens! Do I behold my newly
wedded bride! What strange mischance
has fetched thee hither, my Alhambry?”
but he didn’t.
What he did say wus:
“Thunder! that’s my wife!”
“Is that your husband?” says the legal
lawyer, speaking sudden to Alhambry.
“He says he is.”
“That my husband!” says Alhambry,
turning and looking, fur as she knew, at
a stranger. “That Eyetalian with wax
ends to his mustaches! No; I wouldn’t
hev had him ef he was the only, man
left after the deluge.” Despair had riz
Alhambry’s temper, and she spoke short.
Now, though Captain Peeler hadn’t
feckynised Neptune, he knowed Al
hambry at once.
“Why, Alhambry Jane,” says he,
“you here? Why, my lands! That’s
what that feller there’s been tellin me.
How’t he was Neptune Belcher, as if 1
didn’t know Nep. Turn up nose, red
hair, side whiskers considerable redder.
Why, I’ve just had that feller arrested
for stealing my watch. Nep no more’d
have stole my watch than nothin.”
But Alhambry wus lookin closer, and
she knowed her spouse at last.
“Oh, cappen!” says she, “it is Nep
tune; it is he. He’s been dyin of hisi
hair and shavin off his whiskers, but my.
♦heart reckernises him through all,” says1
she. “What do you mean by stealin1
your watch? You left it tu our house.
Great-granper Rusk gave it to Nep to1
fetch to you.”
“Wall, I want to know,” said the cap
tain. “Why, ’tis Nep Belcher. What
a th underin fool 1 be! He
v.p-runnin. 1 didn’t know him from a crow
and he shouted out, ‘You ain’t wearin
no watch nowadays,’ and he grabbed my
chain, and I took him for a thief and
knocked him down. Hadn’t missed my
watch, so when ’twas found in his1
pocket, what was 1 to think? Why,
Nep, old boy, you and me has skylarkedI
so often too. Why, I deserve to be keel
hauled, and you on your wedding out■
ing too. Did you see us and run arter*
us, Alhambry, or how was it?”
“Nut.hin shall make me tell,” says}
a. in am ory; “go away and leave me to»
my fate.”
“If you are that young woman’s}
husband perhaps you can tell us how,
she comes by these counterfeit notes?”
said the legal lawyer.
“You seemi
to be respectable people. I’m anxious(
to be lenient, but your disguising your
self so your friends don’t know you isj
suspicious, and 1 mean to sift this mat
ter to the bottom.”
*>
“I alone am guilty,” says Alhambry.
“Take me, but spare the innocent.”
“Here’s a note 1 got from home, just'
as I was goin out, that explains it all,”
says Neptune. “I read it in the barber’sj
while I was waitin to be dyed—more foolI
me—ef you’ll cast your eye over that,
jedge, I reckon you’ll see we ain’t ne
farious characters.” And the legal law
yer he took the note, and this is what he>
read into it:
Dear Sow-rN-LAW—I take up my pen toj
write you a few lines. There Is something oft
importance concerning your Great-grandfather■
Rusk’s old hair trunk that I ought to have5
communicated beforo I left, but I didn’t re
member what it was until the last minute.
Your mother-in-law is the best woman liv.
ing, but Bhe has a way of saying “I told youl
so,” and because now and then things of’
greater importance make me forget lesser onesJ
she thinks I’m continually woolgathering.
I remember once when I came home and saidI
to her, said I, “Eliza, I can’t think what all thej
folks are going to and from, up and down thej
town in their best clothes, and not a customer•
all day.” She said, Baid she:
“Zebedee, ef 1 had knowed the time wouldJ
come when you’d open up the store on Sunday
and never know it, the folks all goln by to church
and wonderin and thinkin you’d backslided
to an extent unknown before in this county, I’d
never have had you.” That severe remark
rankled, my son, bo I’d rather your ma-in-law
wouldn’t know.

“This has no bearing on the case,” says
the legal lawyer.
“Read on and you’ll find it has,” says
Neptune, and he went on:
What I’ve got to say about the old hair
trunk is there is a secret hiding place in it; in
that are some bank notes. If Alhambra finds
them, tell her to burn them. I’ve meant to do
bo myself for years. They are counterfeit.
When I was in Washington I wanted to cash a
check and couldn’t get identified at the .bank;
but I met a nice young man in the street who
told me he’d cash it and welcome. Ha did.
Those notes are what ho gave me. I never
mentioned it to your ma-in-law, and kindly re
quest you to do likewise. My love to Alham
bra. Don’t get into dissipated habits down in
the city, but remember the teaching bf our
pastor and your excellent parents. Yours af
fectionately,
Your Father-in-Law.

“It seems genuine,” says the judge.
“I’ll swear to it, jedge,” says the cap
tain, handing his card to the legal lawyer.
“1 know the family, and 1 know the

“And after this perhaps you’ll think
your husband’s advice is worth attend
ing to,” says Neptune to Alhambry, as
they hooked arms, rejoicing that they
was free once more.
The captain got a cab, and they went
back to the tavern.
Alhambry says I’d orter call it the
hotel. And there wus all the people
Alhambry had bought things of, waitin
with their passles, and to have other
money give ’em instead of them counter
feits, and Neptune sot and paid out till
he hadn’t a red cent left. Then the cap
tain loaned ’em enough to get home to
Alhambry’s pa’s with.
The feelin’s of the family on seein Nep
tune is beyond my power of descrip*
tioness, but they agreed with him that it
wa§ best that he shouldn’t shew himself
until ms hair dye had wore oiT and his
Druises and contusions was healed sum.
So he and Alhambry lived up garret fur
six weeks, and Great-granper Rusk use
ter read ’loud to ’em to cheer ’em up
out of “Parson Tompkins’ Sermons,”
and old “Dr. Black’s Family. Medicine,”
and the almanac, addin to their trials
considerable
The only exercise they had was going
out to walk after the solemn hour of
half-past eleven, when honest folks wus
all abed, and once or twice got took for
spooks by the tipsy folks goin home late.
Alhambry said the greatest trial she
had was bein congratulated on having
had such a lovely outing.
“A gre’t long honeymoon like Alhanabry’s must be splendid,” the gals said,
and when she war n’t ’round they used to
wonder she didn’t look no better for it.
But my, it’s all over, and they’ve gone
to housekeeping and had twins and chills
since. And all is well that ends well, if
only a body thinks so. .
THE END.

SANFORD’S
Ginger
RTTM
BUG
Gingers are
**
as plenty as mer
cenary dealers, who, for a
few cents’ extra profit, will
recommend anything. Be
on your guard. Health is
too precious to be trifled
with. The best is none too
good. In the hour of danger
SANFORD’S GINGER is
the best in the world.
Containing among its ingredients the pur
est of medicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cneap, worthless, and often dangerous
gingers urged as substitutes. Ask for SAN
FORD’S GINGER and look foPowl trade*
mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.

r

RAILWAY RUMBLES.

A street car line is now being built in
Tashkend, the capital of Russian Turkes
tan, by a French company.
One of the important improvements the
Grand Trunk has in contemplation is the
construction of several iron bridges on the
Great Western division.
The Wabash people have ordered a com
plete new outfit in the way of locomotives,
coaches and freigL equipment for the
new Detroit and Chicago short line.
The Wells-Fargo business has always
been identified with the Sante Fe system,
and its operation now over the Frisco lines
simplifies the express business of the en
tire Santa Fe system.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey
has abandoned its old passenger station at
Elizabeth, N. J., after an occupancy of
thirty-seven years and moved into the new
and beautiful stone and brick structure
near by.
The Central, of Georgia, has appointed
W. A. Moore roadmaster of the Columbus
and Western to succeed Edward Ford,
who resigned to( accept the office of super
intendent of th? South Bound road. Mr.
Moore was formerly roadmaster of the
South Bound road.
SNAP SHOTS.

The small photographic portrait was
first made by Fevier in 1857, and was at
first used on visiting cards.
The new National League of Amateurs
has made a beginning, and appeals to am*
aceurs to support it on what it intends tb
do. State divisions are to be formed first
and promote photography in their own
localities.
Excessive hot weather has a tendency to
dissolve the gelatin film, and amateurs
are cautioned to use the alum bath and
ice freely, or to wait for a cooler atmos
phere, before undertaking the develop
ment of exposed plates.
If, when you are toning aristotypes your
bath becomes stubborn and will not work
satisfactorily, if you are sure it is not from
lack of gold, you will find that the addi
tion of a trifle of a saturated solution of
nitrate of lead will frequently set you
right.
Miss Catherine Barnes has made many
photographs about Edinburgh, and has
been greatly assisted by many distinguished photographers. She has also been
the target of many English hand cameras,
and has been photographed by* flash-light
by Mr. Slingsby, an expert English pho
tographer. ________________
SCIENTIFIC WAIFS.

A medical man in Vienna asserts that
diphtheria is thrice as prevalent among
smokers as those who deny themselves the
luxury of the weed.
A celebrated aeronaut asserts, after patient investigation, that the ninth day of
the moon is the most rainy of the whole
twenty-eight, and 4 o’clock in the after-*
noon the rainiest hour of the day.
Experiments made at the royal Danish
academy have demonstrated approximately
the height of the aurora borealis. M.
Adam Paulsen, at Godthaab, by means of
two theodolites situated four miles apart,
found that different aurora displays varied
from one to four miles in height.

YOU NEED NOT TEAR
that people will know your hair is dyed if
you. use that perfect Imitation of nature,

Tutt's Hair Dye

It Imparts a glossy color and fresh life to the
hair, Price, SI. Office, 39 Park Place, N. X.

TAPE-WORM
No starving required.
No poisonous medicines.
No hindrance to business or
general habits.
No ill effects following the
treatment.
I can send my treatment
anywhere, with full instruc
tions, that will expel the worm,
head and all, in about three
hours, without sickness or the
least danger.
The treatment is not un
pleasant,jthe] instructions not
hard to follow,’and the results
are absolutely certain.
Send 2-cent stamp for pam
phlet and full particulars.
Forty years’ experience.
DR. J. F. TRUE,
Auburn, Maine.
JI 28-TFH
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W. G. Morrill, b c St. Lawrence, by.Surprise,

; FOR SALE I

A. E. Russell, bl s Black Nathan, by Robinj_ M.Pittsfield.
T. Pooler, b s Grover Cleveland., by Red
son D,, Buckfield.
wood, Skowhegan.
Guv C. Edwards, br g Louis P., by Pickering,
Waterville.
C. P. Drake, b s Glenarm, by Constellation,
Lewiston
G. C. Moses, b g Otis Shaw, by Don Carlos,
Bath.
Vf. H. Snell, b g Jack Spratt, by Tomn
Patchen.
Dr. I. P. Tash, blk s Van Helmont, by Har
binger, Fairfield.
C. W. Wescott, b m Fannie W., Falmouth.
No. 16. Consolation race; $200.
For horses starting in 2.34 and slowerr
classes and failing to win—10 per cent, froma
winners only.
No. 17. Stake for foals 1888.
H. E. Peterson, b f Milk Maid by Nelson,,
Brunswick.
The Colt Farm, b f Narka by Messenger
Wilkes, Aunurn.
W F. French, b s Johnnie Wilkes, by Wilkes,i,
N. Anson.
B. F. & F. H. Brigg’, br f Granieta, by Rock
efeller, Auburn.
Special class No. 6% failed to fill and iss
declared off.
------ :--------------------

F. G. Hastings, bl s Young Watchmaker, byJ
Watchmaker, Gardiner.
C. M. Phillips, br g C. M, P., by Junior, Fairr"
field.
Silver Lawn Stables, br g Currier, by Mc''
Veigh, Waterville.
Silver Lawn Stables, b hi Silver Street, by
y
Nelson, Waterville.
E. P. Dearbon,b m Dotty D., by Von L.,•»
South Newburg.
M. T. Pooler, bl m Tid Jefferson, by Alexan
der Jefferson, Skowhegan.
M. T. Pooler, b g Grover Cleveland, by Red[_
wood, Skowhegan.
W. G. Morrill, b g St. Lawrence, by Surprise,•»
Pittsfield.
W. C. Marshall, b s Haroldson, by Prescott,
Belfast.
East Branch Farm, b s McKusick, by Olyma
pus, Buckfield.
£
M. E. Chapman, b m Review, Old Orchard.
James Nolan, bl g St. James, by Dr. Frank’
lin, Lewiston.
C. F. Haley, ch s Walter D., by Palmerr
Horse. Bangor.
H. B. Tozier, bl m Bird, by Starlight, Gar
diner.
I
The Colt Farm, Their is, Auburn.
E. L. Norcross, b m Marchioness, by Achilles j
Manchester.
It is what Hood’s Sarsaparilla actully dees,
B. F. & F. H. Briegs, b g Palm, by Messen
ger Wilkes, Auburn.
that tells the story of its meiit and has given1
B. F. & F. H. Briggs, b s Ben V., by BedI it the largest^ sale of any medicine.
Wilkes, Auburn
sept7-lt x
Dr. I. P. Tash, bl 8 Van Helmont, by Har
binger, Fairfield.
Hood s Pills are purely vegetable, perfectly
No. 11, 2.37 class—$250.
Charles Dustin, br m Jennie Rolfe, by Youngr harmless, effective, but do not cause pain orr
Rolfe, Bangor.
septl-lt x
F. L. Merrill, mm Mjrtle, by Oxford Boy gripe. Be sure to get Hood’s.
Andover.
C. AV. Mower, bl s Italia, by Victor, Jr., E.
Vassalboio
EAGLE BRTI)GE, M* ?•
C. T. Stackpole bl s Watchmaker Jr., by
Watchmaker. Gardiner.
Eagle Bridge, N. Y., Aug. 23-—Mr.
C. A. Partridge, bl s, Black Morrill,by Watch
maker, S. Gardiner.
Henry Cook of Leomister has been in town
J. A. Trafcon. m 8 Fred Lothair, by Lothair,
looking after a few good horses. Mr.
Cumberland Mills.
I. A. Hanson, b g Attorney, Gorham.
Cook six years ago bought Dusty Miller
E. K. Woodman, s Herolight, Farmington.
Patterson Bros., b m Stella Rolle, by Nelson, 2.22 here for $100. He has been here
often since, and taken back some good
Winslow.
S. Witham, g m Mollie S, by -Daniel Boone, ones. This year ne bought a nice little
Waterville.
E. E. Cross, b m Mary Ann, by Gen. Light bay driver and a beautiful six year-old
foot, Portland.
brown mare of D. Fowler. Of McClellan
H. D. Pinkham, sp m Snowstorm, by Whale he bought a 15.3^ hand, 11.00 five-yearbone Knox, Hallowell.
L. C. Morse, s m Adelaide M, by Jack Mor old gelding sired by Star Franklin; dam
rill, Liberty.
The Colt Farm, Lady Redwood, by Redwood, a black 15 tand 17-year-old mare that is
sound as a d. liar and can road twelve miles
Auburn.
H. L. Horne, b s Hebron, by Priuceps, Nor an hour and never t re. She was by Jack
way.
Jack
Geo. B. Staples, bl g Ziicon Boy by Eclair, Lambert, he by Daniel Lambert.
Canton.
Lambert was out of old Betsy, dam of
Clarence Gove, Black Dan, Auburn.
Alonzo Libby, Goldwood, by Redwood, West Highland Grey 2.28.
The colt’s granddam was sired by Dar
brook.
H. L. Williams, Bay Dick, Hartland.
key 825. The only time this colt was ever
J. Scott Jordan, bm Dolly H, Portland.
Charles Cay lord, ch m Mollie C, by Young hooked to a sulky he trotted a quarter in
Dingo, Skowhegan.
46 seconds.
M. E. Chapman, b g, Ben Hur, Old Orchard.
Another good one he bought of Clark
George H. Brown, bl h Black Max, by Tom
Patchen. New Sharon.
Pratt was a four-year-old sired by PrinC. M. Phillips, br g C. M P., by Junior, Fair- ceps Sprague dam by Bay Lambert 2.22
field.
H. E. Haley, ch g Dixmont, by Olympus, This fellow is a Mambrino King to halter
Bangor.
1and is quite speedy.
H. H. Dresser, br m Jessie H., by Gladstone,
J. E. Skellie has purchased a fast two
Portland.
E. H. Downes, Lady Bonita, Meehan c Falls. year
.
old filly by George Wilkes, Jr., dam
H. B. Haley, br g, Tilton, by Constellation, j
Monroe.
:a Lambert mare with a mark of 2 31. This
C. B. Wellington, g 8 Combination, Belfast.
is the fastest filly ever shown in town to
Fred Davis, Ben Butler, Hartland.
I
Wm. Rogers, blk s Doctor Franklin, Jr., by halter.
J. N. Cross has a nice matched team he
Dr. Franklin, Bath.
F. G. Hastings, blk s Harmoun, by Watch- is
i fitting for the fair.
maker, Damariscotta.
J. E. S.
No. 12. Stake for foals of 1889.
t

G. ,W« Leavitt, b c Vai by Vasco, Pembroke.

The Colt Farm, br 8 Calcalli by Rockefeller,
Auburn.
W. S. Gifford, bl s Van Helmont, Jr., by Van
Helmont, Fairfield.
W. G. Morrill, b s Berdan by Action, Pitts
field.
Fourth

Day, Sept. 9.

No. 13, 2.50 class, $200.
Charles Dustin, b 8 Lucky’Nelson, by Har
binger, Bangor.
George A. Miller, b s Louis Lightfoot, by
Gen. Lightfoot, Freeport.
Webster Williams,b s St. Croix, by Wilkes,
North Anson.
C. W. Mower, b s Victor Jr , by Victor, East
Vassa lboro.
C. T. Stackpole, b g Piloteer, by Black Pilot,
Gardiner
Patrick Kane, c g Prince Wilkes, Woodfords,
Patterson Bros., b m Carrie C., by Nelson,
Winslow.
M. O.Edward8,b m Miss Vida, by Red Jacket,
Monmouth.
E. S. Forrest, b s Actor, by Vassalboro Boy
Riverside.
S. Witham, br s Ben .Franklin, by Dr Frank
lin, Waterville.
S. Witham, bl s Judge Franklin, by Dr.
Franklin, Waterville.
S. Witham, bl s Euchre, by Echo Waterville.
C. A. Hoyt, b s Auctioneer, by Gen. Withers,
Winthrop.
J. H. Hay, ch s Young Pilot, by Black Pilot,
Augusta.
A. J. Lit by, bl s Pilot Victor, by Black Pilot,
Gardiner.
C. Cavford, b h Tom Drew, Skowhegan.
M. T. Pooler, b g Carl Redwood, by Redwood,
Skowhegan.
H. B. Connor, Jack Winan, Pittsfield.
E. C. West, b s Eckstein, by Constellation,
Monroe.
George O. Bailey, bl s Egypt, by Broadway,
Belfast.
George O. Bailey, b s Young Onward, by On
ward, Belfast.
H. B. Tozier,br g Joseph R.,by^Brann Horse,
Gardiner.
Ira P. Woodbury, ch s Topaz by Harbinger,
Portland.
Fred Davis, bl s Pretty Soon, Hartland.
E. L. Norcross, b g Jesse Rural, by Blue
Bull, Manchester.
W. G. Marshall, b g Combine, Belfast.
B. F. & F. H. Briggs b s Jim Gray, by Mes
senger Wilkes, Auburn.
Robinson Dean, Little Fred, Buckfifield.
G. C. Moses, b m Princess Eboli, Bath.
John F. & Frank Stanley, b s Dash, by Mes
senger Wilkes, Dixfield.
No. 14. Running race, flat. $200.
J. F. Haines, gg Shiloh, Saco.
A. H. Barney, g h Easterbok, Providence,
R. I.
Oakland Farm, b m Ethel B., N. Swansea,
Mass.
Oakland Farm, Sometime, N. Swansea, Mass.
J. Rock, Jim Carr, Providence, R. I.
E. H. Inealls, Yellow Boy, Portland.
Arthur Timmins, Billy Crane. Allston, Mass.
Dr. T. N. Drake, Jack, Pittsfield.
John C. Swasey, ch g Fred B., Canton.
George O, Bailey ch g Tocor, Belfast.
George K. McLeod, m Mistletoe, St. John,
N. B.
J. Peters, ch g Isaacher, Danversport, Mass.
J. Peters, b g Harwood, Danversport, Mass,
No. 15. Free-for-all; $1000.
A. E. Russell, bl s Black Nathan, by Robin
son D., Buckfield.
Silver Lawn stables, b h Silver Street, by
Nelson, Waterville.
J. H. May, b g Stanley, by Venture Boone,
Augusta.

Modern Miracles.

A singer for breath was distres-ed,
And the dociors all said she must rest,
But she took G. M, D.
For her weak lungs, you see,
And now she can sing with the best.
An athlete gave out on a run,
And he feared his career was quite done;
G. M. D., prav ob>erve,
Gave back his lost nerve,
And now he can lift half a ton.
A writer, who wrote for a prize,
Had headaches and pains in the eyes;
G. M. D. was the spell,
That made him quite well,
And glory befoie him now lies.
These are only examples of the daily
ttriumphs of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
jDiscovery, in i estoring health and reviving
A
vitality.
Sold by all druggists.

CELEBRATED

------- at--------

Enterprise Stock Farm, FLEA & LICE EXTERMINATOR
Destroys all insects on Horses, Dogs &
Cattle,

i

AY STALLION, ALCANTARA BOY. Foaled A VEGETABLE COMPOUND. WARMay, 1888. Bred by Elizur Smith, Highlawn Farm, Lee, Mass. Sired by Alcantara,RANTED SAFE AND RELIABLE.|
2.23; dam, Miss Alice. Registered, 15,306.

1
i

AUGUSTA, MAINE.
----------

No. 1.

B

No- 2.

T>AY STALLION, BON BURLIE. Foaled
Directions.—Rub well in with the hand.
I > 1888. Bred at Briar Hill Stock Farm, Lex Large bottles should be used at one applica
ington, Ky. hired by Don Carlos, 2.23; dam, tion on Horses and Cattle. Small bottles
Bon Bon. Registered, 10,605.
sufficient for Dogs.
No. 3.

0

AY STALLION, PURE B. Foaled 1890.
Bred by Wallace GrifHn, Cochituate, Mass.
Sire, Pure Wilkes, 2.29; dam, Cora B.

B

No. 4.

Small bottles 50 cts. Large bottle $1.00. ]
—MANUFACTURED ONLY BY—

II. S. MOOR & CO.t3±Lfni B*J

LACK MARE, ANGIE B.. and 3 months

old filly. Angie B. foaled 1888. Bred at
B
Briar Hill Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky. Sired

by Don Wilkes; dam, Daisy L. Filly by Alcantara Boy.
No. 5.

AY MARE, TIA JUAN, and colt 3 months
old. Tia Juan foaled 1888. Bred at Briar
s Hill Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky. Sired by Don
Carlos; dam, Doniphan; colt by Alcantara
Boy.

B

This stock must be sold to close the estate
of the late W. P. O’BRIEN.
JKSrFor further particulars address the ad
ministrators of the said estate at Randolph,
Mass. P. O. Box No. 59.
Inquire of W. S. LAMS ON, Augusta,Me., in
regard to this stock.

I

f 352 Main Street, Rockland, Maine i j

